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I n the early stages of considering 
which universities to apply to, 
Trent was the first to hit my radar. 

Really, it was the only one I ever truly 
considered.

 As a kid who attended a high 
school that featured specialized fine 
arts/performance arts programming, 
I was used to being surrounded by 
both music and musicians. Among 
that crowd, there was a general 
consensus that the Peterborough 
scene was chock-full of great 
musicians, hot venues, and jams 
galore. Two years before I even filled 
out my university application, I had 
already heard of Washboard Hank, 
Reverend Ken, the Red Dog, and 
Bacchus. While I had no idea what 
kind of educational opportunities 
existed at Trent, I was sure there 
would be plenty of chances to play 
my new 12-string Gibson.

I’ll be the first to tell you that I 
wasn’t the most talented musician at 
Trent. In fact, I was rarely the most 
talented musician in the room while 
I attended Trent. But from the first 
time I played a talent show during 
intro week, to a guest spot I did at the 
Red Dog in the last week of my final 
year, I never lacked an opportunity 
to join in the scene. This just goes to 

BY DONALD FRASER ’91

show the giving and forgiving nature 
of both Trent musicians and Trent 
audiences.

For the most part, though, I was 
content to cheer from the sidelines. 
And I spent plenty of time cheering. 
During my years at Trent, you see, I 
had the joy of living with members 
of two of the hotter bands of the 
day—The Spleen Bishops and Boot 
Factor 5. As a result, I spent a lot of 
time as an audience member.

What stands out for me is not 
just the appreciativeness of these 
audiences, but the diversity of them. 
I saw a lot of different people at these 
shows. I saw a lot of different people 
at each show. It was as if the entire 
university was taking turns seeing 
these bands. Even more impressive 
was that, during Bacchus (now called 
the Trent Music Festival), it seemed as 
if the entire university had come out 
and come together to see these bands.

The rumours I had heard during 
high school were definitely true.

One of the things that became 
obvious to me during the pulling 
together of this edition is how my 
story is very much a Trent story. From 
the moment I started spreading 
word of a music edition of Trent 
Magazine—by word of mouth, in an 
announcement in the last edition, 
and through Facebook—the response 
has been fantastic. My email in-box 
has been filled with enthusiastic 
stories of alumni from across the 
decades.

From early tales of Stan Rogers 
and Ian Tamblyn in the 60s, to stories 
about The Silver Hearts and the 
Burning Hell today, everybody who 
weighs in believes their time at Trent 
to be one of musical magic.

I’ve heard about coffee houses and 
raves, choral music and grunge. I’ve 
heard from people born and raised in 
Peterborough and from international 
students who lived in Canada for 
but a brief time. And while I’ve had 
the opportunity to talk to some folks 
who ended up making a career of 
music, I’ve also heard from a number 
of people who were never anything 
more than happy fans. 

The cool thing is, they all felt part 
of the scene. And that impresses me. 

It makes me realize how special 
the Trent musical community is and 
always has been.

And so I would like to dedicate my 
first official edition as editor of Trent 
Magazine to everyone who has made 
the musical scene at Trent so special. 
From the guitar-slinging folkie at the 
café to the sweaty-faced mosher in the 
pit, these stories are for you. They are, 
after all, your stories.

 Rock on.

The editor tried to supplement 
his OSAP by busking on 
George Street, Peterborough. 
Circa: 1992.
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Trent University’s 50th Anniversary 
celebrations in 2014.
 We are currently looking for 
talented, dedicated people to help us 
step boldly into these opportunities. 
If you think you might be interested 
in serving on the Alumni Council 
itself, or on one of the Council 
committees, then we would love 
to have you join us at this retreat. 
Whether your interests are in the 
areas of volunteer development, 
communications, chapter relations, 
international alumni, finance and 
services, campus affairs, history and 
heritage, or recognition and special 
events, we have a place—and a 
need—for you!
 If your interests lie more at the 
local level, then there’s an alumni 
chapter in your area eager to engage 
your skills and passion. Get in touch 
with me, and I will be happy to 
connect you with one of our fabulous 
Alumni Council members—or one of 
our Alumni Chapter Presidents—who 
can fill you in on the specifics of how 
your interests could contribute to the 
life of the Trent Alumni, and Trent 
University, communities.

Talk to you soon!

Adam Guzkowski ’95
President, Trent University 
Alumni Association
adamguzkowski@trentu.ca

Plays Well with Others...

I’ve always had incredibly eclectic 
taste in music. Rock, pop, jazz, 
R&B/soul, classical, country, 

folk (and filk), alternative, dance, 
electronic... different music has 
served as the accompaniment for 
different moments and moods in my 
life. And over time I’ve found that, 
much like the myriad of musical 
styles out there, Trent Alumni are 
an incredibly inspiring and diverse 
community of people. And if you’ve 
spent time as a student at Trent, 
you are warmly welcomed into that 
community.
 One of the things that first 
confused me about Trent Alumni was 
the way in which alumni are referred 
to, not by their year of graduation, 
but instead by the year in which they 
started at Trent. Yet over time, that 
has come to symbolize for me the 
very spirit of Trent, and the Trent 
Alumni community. We celebrate 
the moment in which each of our 
alumni joins our community—as 
well as wherever their path leads 
them after that moment. We continue 
to mark that moment of joining as a 
momentous occasion.

 Whether you’ve taken one course 
or many, whether you’d describe 
your program as arts or science, 
humanities or social science, 
academic or professional (or both!), 
whether you’ve studied to complete 
a degree or a diploma, or for any 
other reason, you are a valued 
member of the Trent University 
Alumni Association. Whatever you 
do afterwards, wherever you go, 
whether it’s career, grad school, other 
education, travel, family, or anything 
else—you always have a place, and a 
home, amongst the Trent Alumni.
 Of course, if you should have the 
desire to become more involved, 
we celebrate that too! This August, 
the Alumni Council will hold a 
retreat, where we will discuss the 
structure and function of the Alumni 
Council, share ideas on how we can 
best strengthen and diversify the 
Alumni Council itself, and revisit 
our strategic plan to make sure it 
remains a relevant and powerful 
tool for us to both lead and serve 
the Trent Alumni community. We 
will also begin to dream and scheme 
how we, as alumni, would like to 
both participate in, and help lead, 
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DR. STEVEN E. FRANKLIN

PRESIDENT AND VICE-CHANCELLOR

The music theme associated with 
this issue of Trent Magazine is 
a powerful demonstration of 

the strength of a liberal arts and 
science education and professional 
training in creating well-rounded 
individuals with multiple interests and 
extraordinary talents. A read through 
this issue is impressive, filled with 
the accomplishments of our diverse 
alumni family who continue to amaze 
and inspire. 
 The University environment can 
be like an orchestra in many ways, 
with the voices of various instruments 
coming together to create a whole that 
is so much greater than the sum of its 
parts. At our best, we are listening to 
one another and working in harmony, 
making subtle adjustments toward 
higher accomplishments and greater 
impact. 
 This year, our new integrated 
planning processes have seen all 
different areas of the University 
working in concert, hearing and being 
heard. The initial strategic review 
activities related to Vision, Mission, 
Strategic Directions, and Changing 
Academic Structures launched in 
the fall have concluded. Our new 
vision, approved at both Senate and 
the Board of Governors this spring, 

provides us with the high-level, values-
based principles that will guide and 
provide context for University actions 
and operations. Input from many of 
our alumni around the world has been 
immensely important and appreciated 
in reaching this point. 
 Looking back at the 2009/10 
academic year, there are many 
indications that Trent is poised for a 
new level of successful integration of 
our shared goals. With fast-tracked 
construction underway of a bright 
new facility for the Trent University 
in Oshawa Thornton Road campus 
and a possible strengthening of our 
strategic collaboration with UOIT, 
Trent’s 35-year history in Durham 
continues to grow. Several new 
articulation agreements, unfolding 
at Durham College, Loyalist College, 
and Fleming College, see Trent 
furthering its reputation as a leader in 
post-secondary partnerships.  
 The 2009 announcement of the 
first of four Centres of Knowledge 
at Trent, the Centre of Knowledge 
in the Environment, cemented 
our leadership role in innovative 
environmentally-related research and 
teaching. In the month following, 
Trent was ranked the #1 Research 
University of the Year, while the 
number of applications to Trent 
climbed to new heights. With a 

significant increase in applications to 
Trent for the fall of 2010, it is clear that 
the University’s reputation for creating 
vibrant, engaged and sustainable 
communities of learning, teaching and 
research is strong.
 Thank you for the part you have 
played in this excellent ensemble we 
call Trent. At this year’s convocation 
our alumni ranks will grow to 
over 37,000 and it is clear that the 
enthusiastic voices and meaningful 
connections of Trent’s alumni family 
will continue to be an essential part of 
the chorus.

Sincerely,
 
Dr. Steven E. Franklin
President and Vice-Chancellor 
stevenfranklin@trentu.ca

A Year of 
Sound Planning 
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K it Johnson ’69 remembers 
buying a ’66 Telecaster from 
Paul Butler ’68 a month after 

arriving at Trent in 1969. He still 
plays it today. He had seen Paul 
playing a concert on the Bata Podium 
(along with Ian Tamblyn ’67) during 
the first days of school—his initial 
introduction to what would prove to 
be an engrossing four years of music. 
The Commoner had just opened, and 
in first year Kit helped deliver pizza 
from there to campus, jamming with 
friends in between deliveries. He 
remembers seeing 
loads of “fabulous” 
acts at the 
Commoner—Jesse 
Winchester and 
Willie P. Bennett 
among them. 
 Kit was in a 
number of bands, 
mostly playing 
guitar and singing, throughout 
university, including a group called 
100 Proof with Jeff Skinner ’70, 
Andy Pritchard ’70, and Ron 
Pearson ’71, which rehearsed in the 
cloak room of the Champlain lecture 
hall. After this he played in a country 
band called Dandy Rat with Ron and 
Rusty Prowse ’71, which continued 
to gig in Peterborough after Kit had 
graduated and moved to Toronto to 
play music full-time. Kit remembers 
driving with friends to see Neil 
Young in Toronto in 1971—a concert 
that remains an inspiration for him.

 Since these days of playing and 
listening at Trent, Kit has forged a 
very successful career in the music 
industry as a producer, songwriter, 
and musician. He is probably best 
appreciated for his steady, “no 
nonsense” bass playing, backing 
up roots, country, and rock artists 
such as David Wilcox and Murray 
McLauchlan—both live and in the 
studio. He has also written songs 
with and for countless musicians, 
including Sarah Harmer and Wild 
Strawberries. In 1991 Kit won the 

SOCAN song of the year 
prize for “Lover of Mine” 
with Alannah Myles. 
Kit considers his career 
that of “sideman,” in 
that he helps to bring 
out the best in other 

artists, whether 
it be through his 
production know-
how or his solid 
musicianship. In 
2009 he broke this 
trend and released 

his first CD of solo material called 
Pretty Lies. It’s the first time he’s 
been able to see his own name on 
the music he’s worked on, which he 
describes as a completely different 
experience. Kit is currently living 
in Calgary, where he continues to 
produce music for local artists and is 
expecting to tour again with David 
Wilcox and Murray McLauchlan this 
summer. In his own words, “steady as 
she goes!”

PROFILE BY WILL PEARSON ’07

Kit Johnson 

Unity is an a cappella women’s 

group that performs original works 

as well as traditional Aboriginal 

music. The four women involved 

are all part of Trent’s Indigenous 

Studies program in varying ways. 

The women perform in a number 

of venues, from public-school 

Aboriginal awareness workshops to 

music festivals. In their workshops, 

Unity tries to convey the meaning 

and significance of their songs to 

both Aboriginal and non-Aboriginal 

people. The group has been 

active for five years, and is made 

up of Brenda O’Toole ’77, the 

Indigenous Studies Ph.D. graduate 

program assistant and Aboriginal 

education council secretary; Barb 

Rivett, the program’s departmental 

secretary; Heather Shpuniarsky, 

a current Ph.D. candidate in the 

program; and Joeann Argue ’98, 

the director of the Indigenous 

Studies diploma program and the 

coordinator of Indigenous Student 

Services.

A Year of 
Sound Planning 
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Music@Trent
While gathering stories for this magazine, we were flooded by alumni emails with links to 

their music and the music of other Trent folk. We’re happy to share all of this music with 

you by creating a Music@Trent links page in the online version of Trent Magazine.  

Simply visit www.trentu.ca/alumni, click on the magazine tab and check out the online 

edition. As well, be sure to join the Trent University Mixed Tape Facebook group to find 

out what Trent Alumni are up to musically today!
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Since its inception in the mid-
1960s, Trent University has 
been synonymous with not 

only excellent education, but also 
a vibrant arts and music scene. No 
doubt influenced by the dynamic arts 
community that remains so central 
to Peterborough’s cultural identity, 
the University quickly followed suit, 
fostering a rich campus music scene. 
Among the first Trent students to 
cultivate these fertile musical grounds 
were folk singer-songwriters Ian 
Tamblyn ’67 and Stan Rogers ’68.
 Nedd Kenney ’79 remembers 
being introduced to the Peterborough 
and Trent music scene by Stan, as well 
as Nigel Russell ’66. Nedd was one of 
many people pursuing the Celtic roots 
of Canadian dance music when he 
was at Trent. He still has a passion for 
this music, which he has shared with 
people all over the world—leading 
square dances in Japan and playing 
numerous times at Oxford University, 
for instance. Most recently, Nedd 
was director of the Agiraqtuq Project, 
which taught the accordion and fiddle 
music of Inuit elders back to Inuit 
youth.
 Attending Trent at the same time 
as Nedd was Ken Brown ’78. Ken 
is an accomplished fiddler who has 
played many shows in and around 
Peterborough.
 Even honorary degrees bestowed 
at Trent over the years have recognized 
contributions to music. Celebrated 
Canadian icon Gordon Lightfoot 
received an honorary degree from 
Trent in 1979. 
 The 1980s also saw their fair 
share of musicians attending Trent, 
including Walter Quinlan ’81 and 
Jeremy Ward ’89. Walter remembers 
playing music with Cecil Banks,  and 

Rick Fines, during his days at the 
University. Today, he works with the 
Secwepemc First Nation in British 
Columbia, where he often plays guitar 
with students in traditional language 
classes. He also participates musically 
in the Nation’s ceremonies and 
celebrations. Jeremy, now the curator 
at the Canadian Canoe Museum, 
maintains a passion for traditional 
music and plays mandolin.
 Peter Andree ’88 and Brian 
Sanderson ’90 played together 
while at Trent in a band called 
Muddy Children. They now 
play together in a band called 
Godknowswhat, which is based in 
Wakefield. Peter describes the band 
as “carving out new territory at the 
edges of the folk scene,” and “drawing 
on myriad influences.” He continues 
to play music for the square dance at 
the Trent Temagami weekend each 
September, and Brian is a full-time 
music teacher. 
 Music has even been a 
cornerstone of some prospective 
students’ decision to attend Trent. 
David Tough ’91 admits that it was 
a major factor for him. He recalls 
ultimately choosing Trent because 
he knew that a band called the 
Born Again Pagans were from 
Peterborough, and because he 
knew there was a music scene in the 
area. (Incidentally, Dave notes, the 
Born Again Pagans’ Tom Reader 
’89 is also a Trent alumnus, and was 
also involved in the bands Hot Piss 
and The Tom Reader Experience 
in the early 1990s.) Dave has since 
been a member of numerous bands, 
including Zero Conspiracy and 
389. Zero Conspiracy was formed 
in the fall of 1991 and was one of 
many student bands to come out 

of Peter Robinson College. Most 
of its members went on to form 
More Nasty Reds, which played until 
1994. Dave also played solo as an 
undergrad and recalls both performing 
live and scoring various shows at both 
the Union Theatre and Market Hall.
 Dave returned to Trent as a 
graduate student in 1998 and soon 
after joined the much-loved and 
innovative band The Silver Hearts. 
He recalls getting connected with the 
band through his participation in a 
local play, for which Brian Sanderson, 
also of The Silver Hearts, was the 
musical director. Dave also played 
with Peterborough band Dub Trinity 
(along with alumna Kirsten Addis 
’93) on a gig-to-gig basis. 
 Looking back on his years as 
an undergrad in the music scene at 
Trent, Dave recalls that “it was a really 
vibrant scene, an incredibly fertile 
period that nurtured a lot of people 
[who] went on to more conventional 
music.” He is still very active as a solo 
artist and continues to perform with 
The Silver Hearts.
 Recent years have also borne 
witness to considerable musical talent 
emerging from Trent, including such 
artists as singer-songwriter Drea 
Nasager ’99. Drea has released several 
solo albums, and is also a member of 
the HOLYLOWDOWN BAND. She has 
performed at the Peterborough Folk 
Festival, as well as internationally.
 It is truly inspiring to look back 
over the careers of these very talented 
singers, songwriters, and musicians 
and to imagine each of them walking 
along the same campus footpaths or 
attending classes in the same historic 
buildings as all Trent alumni have. 
Who knows what future stars will one 
day join their ranks? 

Making Music History: 

Alumni in Music Through the Years
BY SARAH TYRRELL ’03
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I found myself on the steps of the 
Bata Library one day last April 
and it was the day of the Trent 

University music festival, Dionysus (or 
“Bacchus” in my day—a testament to 
the staying power of mythology). 
 It was a lovely day, breezy in the 
shade but warm in the sun, and I 
could tell by the look on the students’ 
faces that they had decided to put their 
exam troubles aside for five minutes 
and just dance. I loved listening to 
the music of these local independent 
acts. It reminded me of what I’ve 
always believed was the best thing 
about Trent: its standing as a place that 
fosters a sense of individual freedom, 
amidst the comfort of belonging to a 
like-minded group. 
 In the early days (1960s) the 
Trent Folk Club was a means for up 
and coming Canadian folk singers and 
songwriters to showcase their talents. 
It was one of the places that students 
could showcase this individual 
freedom. One of those entertainers 
was Stan Rogers ’68.
 Stan came from Dundas, Ontario 
and when he first started singing he 
was in a rock band. His parents were 
from the East Coast though, and when 
he decided to spend more time writing 
songs, it is clear that he had an affinity 
for the sea and the Maritime way of 
life. Stan’s ballads (seafaring or 

otherwise) spoke of hardship, love 
and determination:
On the ninety-sixth day we sailed again
How I wish I was in Sherbrooke now
When a great big Yankee hove in sight
With our cracked four-pounders we made 

to fight
Now here I lay in my twenty-third year
How I wish I was in Sherbrooke now
It’s been six years since we sailed away
And I just made Halifax yesterday
“Barrett’s Privateers”

“Harris And The Mare” reveals the 
anguish of a man forced to fight for 
his wife’s honour:
Now Harris, well you know, I’ve never 

struck an angry blow
Nor would I keep a friend who raised his 

hand
I was a conshie in the war, crying’ what 

the hell’s this for?
But I had to see his blood to be a man

Oh, Harris, fetch thy mare, and take us 
out of here

In my nine and fifty years I’ve never 
known

That to call myself a man, for my loved 
one I must stand

Now Harris, fetch thy mare and take us 
home.

Stan’s time at Trent was a short one, 
but he filled it with beautiful music 
and sang with a deep, rich voice that 
seemed to command that we listen to 
the story. 
 Cheryl and Bryan Davies ’68, 
remember meeting him at a folk 
concert put on by the Trent Folk 
Club. After the concert, Stan asked 
Cheryl to sing with him and, from 
there, they performed together on 
several occasions, at various venues. 

She remembers his amazing ability 
to sing and write lovely melodies. 
Even more, she remembers her strong 
friendship with Stan, and how lucky 
she is to have known him: “Whenever 
I sing I usually do ‘45 Years’ as a tribute 
to him”
Where the earth shows its bones of 
 wind-broken stone
And the sea and the sky are one
I’m caught out of time, my blood sings 

with wine
And I’m running naked in the sun
There’s God in the trees, I’m weak 
 in the knees
And the sky is a painful blue
I’d like to look around, but Honey, 
 all I see is you

At that time, the Trent Folk Club 
boasted a talented membership list: 
Nigel Russell ’66, Ian Tamblyn ’67, 
Stephen Stohn ’66 and Christopher 
Ward ’67, just to name a few. As a 
university that prides itself in being a 
truly “Canadian” learning atmosphere, 
Trent seemed a natural place to 
showcase a “national” folk talent. 
 Stan realized that the entire 
Canadian experience was worth 
showcasing. He travelled the country, 
writing and singing about the East 
Coast, the West and all the wonderful 
places in between and beyond. He 
had a clear sense of history and he so 
eloquently told our stories so as to 
make us understand the importance of 
that history. 
 Canada lost one of its foremost 
troubadours on June 2, 1983. For “a 
little while” he made Trent University 
his home. Peterborough’s folk music 
scene was (and still is) made richer by 
his association. 

BY FRANCY POAPST ’81



When I think of Ian Tamblyn, 
I think of far-flung shores, 
loon-call nights, and never-

ending Arctic days. I think of music 
that helps define Canada without 
necessarily being defined by what we 
expect of our Canadian songwriters. 
And I think of the road. 
 The road is where you’ll often 
find Ian—the back roads of Canada, 
where his contemporaries don’t 
often tread. If you’re a Canadian 
folkie looking to catch an Ian 
Tamblyn gig, you don’t have 
to travel to find him. You can 
rest assured that eventually 
he’ll come to see you.
 I’ve been lucky enough 
to have Ian travel into my life twice 
in the past year: the first, an intimate 
house concert, where he played two 
long sets of songs, both old and new; 
and the second in my front room, 
where we shared some tea and a 
couple of hours of good chat. 
 The road through Peterborough, 
you see, is well trod by Dr. Tamblyn. 
And it may well be because of his 
time at Trent. Trent, after all, was part 
of the formative process that would 
later lead to an immense catalogue of 
songs, albums, stories, essays, plays, 
and photographs.

His songs and albums are well 
known across the country and 
around the world, with efforts such 
as “Woodsmoke and Oranges” and 
“Tiger Lily Road” gaining status as 
classics. Hints of his career to come 
were evident in his performances at 
Trent and in Peterborough, as well 
as in the recording of Moose Tracks, 
now regarded as one of the first 
independently released records by a 
Canadian songwriter.

 While the term Renaissance man 
may be bandied about in reference 
to a number of artists, it is a term 
that would fit Ian well. A very down-
to-earth fellow, he would probably 
shrug such a mantle aside, but 
evidence would suggest it as apt. On 
top of his award-winning music, he 
has written numerous plays (all but 
one of which have been produced 
for the stage), is a colourful essayist 
with a true storyteller’s flair, and is an 
accomplished photographer who has 
captured landscapes, flora, and fauna 
from around the world. He is one of 
Trent’s shining lights.

Sure, his student days may have 
been some 40 years ago, but the 
Peterborough link remains strong. 
He didn’t need much in the way 
of directions, for instance, when I 
invited him to my East City home for 
an interview. “I’ll just hang a right at 
the donut store off Highway 7 and 
find my way there,” he said over the 
phone. 
 And then there are the 
friendships that he has formed with 

many of our local musician 
mainstays, including Dennis 
O’Toole, Catfish Willie, and the 
late Willie P. Bennett.
    Of course in the late 60s and 
early 70s, Ian was one of the 

fixtures of the Peterborough and Trent 
scene, sharing stages with luminaries 
such as Stan Rogers. But the music 
started earlier than the Trent years for 
Ian. He was already making songs as 
a youth, and the stories started even 
earlier than that. 
 His early life, when you delve 
into it, reads like a great Canadian 
story: life in small-town Northwestern 
Ontario (Fort William), visits to 
a grandmother who once sang in 
the lumber camps of Kenora and a 
grandfather who once owned the 
Great Lakes Paper Mill. 

“I don’t know exactly where I fit in,” Tamblyn 

admits. “But there was so much going on that 

there wasn’t really a need to.”
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The Road 
According to Ian Tamblyn:
Accomplished Alumnus 
Makes His Own Way



Early in our interview he offered 
this snapshot: “My grandfather was 
an influential fellow who, despite a 
stroke that would leave him paralyzed 
in one arm and bereft of speech, 
would entertain powerful guests: 
local mayors, visiting dignitaries, 
and federal politicians. I’d visit 
after school,” he recalls, “and my 
grandfather would be sitting with 
guys like C.D. Howe (the Liberal 
“Minister of Everything”), discussing 
the Great Lakes Seaway. My job was 
to pass the notes that he scrawled 
to his guests—and I could tell that 
they were of very different political 
persuasions—and to watch. It was 
quite something to see as a kid.”
 It’s no wonder he developed a 
strong love of the story-song.
 When it came time for university, 
Trent was a fairly easy 
choice: “My father was 
president of Lakehead 
University, and my politics 
were somewhat to the 
left of his,” explains Ian. 
“It was thought that it 
might not be very good 
for me to go to Lakehead.” 
Trent, built at the same 
time as Lakehead and 
offering a liberal arts-based 
education, called to him.
 By this time, Ian 
had already gained some 
musical chops. “We were 
blessed in Thunder Bay 
with a coffee house called 
the Forth Dimension,” he 
remembers. “And it started 
up when I was in Grade 10. That’s 
where Neil Young would play and 
where—or so I’m led to believe—he 
first met Stephen Stills. So there was 
a wonderful, wonderful collection 
of people playing in Thunder Bay. 
Then there was the Folklore Centre 

in Port Arthur, where—in the middle 
of the Finnish District—this Swedish 
Communist named Einar Nordstrom 
would get the new Bob Dylan 
albums—or “Bob Dielin” albums in 
his accent. “Hey, Ian, I have the new 
Bob Dielin album.”
 “And then there were a couple 
of friends who really pushed me—
friends that I remain close to even 
today—George Rideout and Greg 
Tuck. Both of them are with the 
Drama Department at Bishops and 
are talented in their own rights. These 
guys pushed me from my short-story–
writing roots to picking up the guitar. 
We had this friendship and this love 
of the Beats and Beat literature that 
continues to this day—and continues 
in some of the work that we produce 
together even now.”

 His coming to Trent was not 
necessarily a musical choice: “I had a 
lot to prove to myself and to others. I 
had, to put it mildly, a checkered past 
when it came to education—with 
a history of failing and a history, 
even, of being kicked out of school. 
So I was determined to break the 

odds of me even going to university. 
And once I started to learn the art of 
learning and communicating what 
I had learned, I wanted to finish, to 
show I could.
 “Despite this,” he admits, “I 
was not at all seen as odd at Trent 
University. It was a place of glorious 
eccentrics—not that they would have 
seen themselves that way. But it was a 
good place for me to be.”
 He recalls John Hillman, who 
taught sociology and social theory: 
“He invariably would have his lunch 
on his tie—and would snack on it by 
mid-afternoon—but was also quite 
brilliant.“ 
 Hillman would leave a lasting 
mark: “He taught me to see things 
differently. He gave me, for example, 
a right-wing social theory book and 

then provided me the tools 
needed to take it apart, to 
deconstruct it, to use it as a 
mirror for looking at what 
was going on with myself and 
what was going on around 
me. They are tools that I still 
use today. I bring it up in 
songwriting courses to this 
day.”
   Of course, music did 
become a major motivator 
for him. And he found the 
Trent scene to be similar 
to the one he had left in 
Thunder Bay. “Though there 
was an emphasis on more 
traditional elements,” he 
recalls. At least at first: “My 

first experience was people 
like Stan Rogers and Nigel Russell 
doing a fairly traditional style of 
music. And then later I found a 
much more experimental edge—and 
Peterborough is really famous for its 
experimental edge.
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“I was not at all seen as odd at Trent University. 
                              It was a place of glorious eccentrics...”

The Road 
According to Ian Tamblyn:
Accomplished Alumnus 
Makes His Own Way
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roots/rock/folk hybrid and examining 
the human and social condition, 
while the two albums preceding it, 
Raincoast and Superior: Spirit and 
Light, feature new and re-recorded 
songs about the coastlines of Canada. 
While these nature-based singer-
songwriter albums reflect Ian’s 
reputation as a folkie with a bent 
for the Canadian landscape, they 
actually represent a right turn from 
the work that immediately preceded 
them: 2005’s Machine Works. 
Machine Works features synthesizer-
based instrumentals married to a 
backdrop of industrial sounds from 
steel refineries. It is a recording that 
challenges even the most ardent fans 
of Ian’s music.
 It is, however, this fierce 
independence and strong sense of 
musical individuality that makes 
his music so special. It is his unique 
sound that makes his recordings 
so distinct and fresh. It is the small 
rooms he plays to in far-flung locales 
that makes him so approachable in 
concert. And it is the long road he 
travels that ensures he will enter the 
hearts, minds, and consciousness of 
so many Canadians.
 It is this road that brought 
Ian to my house for an interview. 
And it is this road that brought 
our conversation to an end. With 
a show lined up for later in the 
day in Meaford, a few hours to the 
northwest, he had commitments to 
keep. While he doesn’t regret the time 
he spends travelling, he did seem to 
regret having to leave “the Patch.”
 But, then, a part of him never 
leaves. Those who have met him 
and seen him play will attest that 
he leaves a good portion of his 
wit, his humour, and his wisdom 
behind. I caught myself humming 
“Woodsmoke and Oranges” as 
he pulled out of my driveway. 
Apparently, he also left behind a 
song.

 “You see there were a couple 
of scenes. There was Stan and Nigel 
and folks like that. Then there were 
people like Cris Cuddy ’65, who 
went on to be Max Mouse, and 
Marcus Waddington ’66 and Peter 
Cragg ’66 and Paul Grady ’68. I 
don’t know exactly where I fit in,” he 
admits. “But there was so much going 
on, so there wasn’t really a need to. 
Attached to this scene were people 
from outside the Trent community: 
Dennis Delorme, who would go 
on to Prairie Oyster fame, Catfish 
Willie, Dennis O’Toole, the list 
goes on. And we can’t forget the rock 
scene—people like Don Tapscott, 
and Paul Butler.”
 Ian recalls that with academics 
and music there was a whirlwind of 
thoughts and ideas colliding at the 
same time. It is a feeling he tries to 
keep with him even now: “If you are 
filled with change and have a number 
of different inputs in your life—if 
you are living and experiencing a lot 
at once—you don’t end up seeking 
stasis. The danger of falling into a 
physical and mental conservatism is 
lessened. “ 
 He takes this philosophy a 
step further. “The physical fear 
often informs the mental one. The 
hesitation in leaping over a stream 
because you might miss a rock or 
break an ankle is the beginning of 
that conservatism of the mind.”
 It is this desire to shake off 
personal conservatism, this desire to 
take on a number of challenges at 
once that has shaped his career.

 Not content to play it safe in the 
years after graduation, he decided to 
make his own way in the world of 
music. From that first independent 
recording, through his next two 
releases on the tiny Barge record 
label, to the 27 records, cassettes, and 
CDs he has released under his own 
label, he has refused—“for better 
or for worse”—to attach himself to 
the more corporate side of music. 
Even when the more corporate—and 
financially rewarding—side of music 
came calling.
 “I’d always play Orono or 
Elora rather than Toronto,” he says 
without the least trace of remorse. 
“Or Peterborough or Haliburton. Or 
smaller towns across the country. I’d 
take all the back roads of Canada and 
not once play Toronto or Winnipeg, 
Calgary or Vancouver.”
 When asked why he chose this 
stubbornly independent route, he has 
a simple answer: “I thought it would 
work.”
 And it has worked. While he 
doesn’t have the marquee value 
of some of his contemporaries—
say, Bruce Cockburn or Murray 
McLauchlan—he has forged 
an impressive career that has 
him in constant demand and 
lauded with accolades. The words 
“national treasure” often appear in 
magazine articles and folk-festival 
introductions.
 If his hesitance to play it safe is 
evident in his record-label and tour 
decisions, it is even more so in the 
music itself. Ian refuses to be pigeon-
holed.
 Ask a dozen people to describe 
his music and you’ll get a dozen 
answers. There are elements of 
traditional folk, singer-songwriter 
balladry, pop, roots, new age, 
and experimental instrumental 
composition. While he is primarily 
known as a folk singer, he is much, 
much more than that.
 His latest releases exemplify this: 
2009’s Gyre sees him performing a 
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a coffee makes it easier to integrate 
school into your day. That the four 
departments teaching at Traill are all 
humanities helps as well, I think, for it 
means the students and faculty there 
all have something in common. 
 While it might not be as 
pronounced as in the past, given that 
there are no longer any residences 
at Traill, there is still a strong 
undergraduate experience there, and 
looking into next year, I’ll probably be 
selecting my courses based on what’s 
offered at Traill. 

In first semester, Thursdays were 
my favourite. With classes at 

Catharine Parr Traill College from 
nine until six, and lengthy breaks 
between these, I felt myself well settled 
into academic life. Four departments 
still teach undergraduate classes at 
Traill: Canadian studies, English, 
philosophy, and cultural studies. The 
latter two are my primary areas of 
interest, so I’ve been lucky enough to 
have almost all my classes scheduled 
at Traill this year. In fact I had only 
one course at Symons this year, and 
Traill’s smaller environment and 
proximity to downtown has made for 
a much more engaging experience, 
which is something I’d like to capture 
in this column. 
 But in keeping with this issue’s 
musical theme, I will do so by 
considering what I think serves as a 
potent symbol of the fellowship and 
community that Traill encourages, 
as well as the casual atmosphere of 
the place: the piano that sits in the 
Junior Common Room. The piano is 
frequently played by students waiting 
for classes or taking breaks from 
studying. It’s terribly out of tune, but 
this adds to the charm, I think, and it 
also levels the playing field—Glenn 
Gould wouldn’t sound too great on 
it. And despite the tuning, people still 
play it, and it can be very pleasant to 
hear someone’s music while working 
through a text or proofing an essay. 
Equally pleasant is stepping into 
the common room and discovering 
that the player is a friend who you 
didn’t know could play. More people 
harbour a secret musical competency 
than you’d think. 

 Of course, from time to time the 
piano can get on one’s nerves—I 
remember it becoming necessary to 
shut the door to a seminar room one 
evening while my class tried to work 
through Immanuel Kant’s Critique of 
Pure Reason and someone’s lengthy 
rendition of Celine Dion’s “My Heart 
Will Go On” made it impossible for 
us to keep focused. But regardless 
of these occasional annoyances, the 
music that drifts through Scott House 
always manages to remind you of 
life outside the classroom, and this 
is always a good thing. Pianos have 
a way of encouraging fellowship, 
and the one at Traill is no different. 
I remember meeting a new friend 
in the fall because he was playing a 
song by one of my favourite artists; 
we travelled to Toronto to see her in 
concert this March. 
 The piano is one of my favourite 
things about Traill. I understand that 
the new Bagnani Hall boasts a recently 
restored piano from 1910 which I am 
very excited to play. (For those curious, 
there are also some pianos scattered 
throughout Symons Campus—five, by 
my count). 
 But moving away from the piano, 
the general value of Traill lies in 
something I alluded to above—that 
one does not abandon life outside 
of academics while there. The casual 
conversations and meetings, the piano 
playing, the friends smoking on the 
front steps of Scott House—these 
all manage to somehow connect 
academics to the rest of life in a way 
that’s more difficult on Symons. Part 
of what creates this atmosphere is 
Traill’s location. The ability to pop 
downtown to run an errand or have 

Now I Know in Part
BY WILL PEARSON ’07 
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     rent has always been as much 
about what goes on outside the 
classroom as inside, and its unique 
culture has always been part of its 
appeal. This is seen particularly well 
in the collective musical endeavours 
of Trent students, past and present. 
But while student music is largely 
centred downtown nowadays, it 
flourished on-campus like nothing 
else in the seventies and eighties, 
and the following is a brief account 
of what some call “the glory days” 
of music at Trent—when the 
Peter Robinson dining hall was 
transformed into one of the city’s 
best music venues. It was put together 
from eye-witness accounts, and is 
naturally as spotty as the human 
memory. 

During the years it flourished, the 
student culture at PR offered a totally 
inclusive environment for students 
and local musicians to take creative 
risks and have fun at the same time.   

For those who like narratives, 
this one can be said to begin in the 
early seventies. It was then that a 
group of students, frustrated by a 
choking conservatism that they felt 
characterized student music at the 
time, founded the Jazz Club, in an 
attempt to offer a freer cultural space. 
Regular events began to be staged at 
the Commoner, with predominantly 
local—and predominantly student—
musicians providing entertainment. 

Students took to the looser 
atmosphere quickly. The focus of 
Jazz Club nights was on improvised 
music, dancing, and above all, fun. 
But this was still seen as a political 

statement, for, as the students at the 
time no doubt recognized, there is no 
better way to assert oneself politically 
than to establish a resilient culture. 

Apart from regular nights at the 
Commoner, in its early days the Jazz 
Club also staged an annual show on 
May Day at the Bata Podium called 
Free Will Colossus, which typically 
featured a big line-up of student 
bands, and fireworks at midnight. 
The event was very popular and even 

managed to earn itself recognition in 
the Toronto media. 

In 1976 the club moved out of 
the Commoner and made the Peter 
Robinson dining hall in Sadleir 
House its new home. This was a 
great fit. While no buildings at Trent 
have been designed with acoustics 
in mind, the PR dining hall sounded 
great at the time, when its wood-
beamed roof was still exposed. 
It’s an inviting space, and the Jazz 
Club became increasingly popular 
after the move, sometimes fitting as 
many as 150 people into the space, 

BY WILL PEARSON ’07
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doubtlessly breaking fire codes. It 
was after the move that the Jazz 
Club concerts started to take on the 
legendarily Dionysian feel that is 
remembered today.

The Jazz Club was never a “club” 
in the strict sense. It was an amalgam 
of bands and performers, with 
no strict line-ups or rosters. Early 
contributors included Bob Stone ’70, 
Cris Cuddy ’65, and faculty member 
Andrew Wernick, who retired from 
teaching at Trent just this spring. Also 
involved were Joe Freedman ’73, 
Cathy Bracque ’78, Lang Baker ’76, 
and Martin Dowding ’73, among a 
host of others. John Muir ’75, who 
now works as the general manager of 
Trent Radio, contributed his musical 
but also his technical talents, doing 
sound for many shows. Many of these 
people have cited Andrew Wernick 
as the unofficial leader of the club. 
Andrew was always pushing the 
musicians in new directions and was 
himself an expert at jazz piano. Some 
band names included Billy Takes 
a Holiday, Vertigo, the Velveetas, 
Three Seconds 2 Think, Mama 
Quilla Two, and the Born Again 
Pagans. 

The club was also never strictly 
about jazz. Especially as it grew, 
the nights began to feature a wide 
range of genres, including motown, 
rock, funk, and folk. The programs 
were also not limited to music—
performance art and spoken word 
usually started the nights off. A 
recitation of Coleridge’s Rime of the 
Ancient Mariner, or a performance of 
ancient Greek tragedy—in Greek!—
are examples of the kinds of acts 
that were often featured. Events that 
were put on by groups other than 
the Jazz Club were also staged at 
Sadleir House. Poetry nights, talent 
shows, and the ever-popular FemCab 
(short for Feminine Cabaret—it was 
a showcase of female PR talent) are 
examples.

As the “anything-goes” attitude 
of the Sadleir House dining room 
became recognized, the space 
started pulling acts from outside 
of Peterborough. PR student Mary 
Boulding ’80 worked to attract up-
and-coming jazz musicians from 
Toronto and elsewhere in Ontario, 
presenting them under the name 
of Jazz Goes to College. The Jazz 
Goes to College series staged about 
half a dozen shows a year, and its 
line-up now reads as a who’s who of 
Canadian jazz, graced by names such 
as Holly Cole, Dave Young, John 
Tank, and the Shuffle Demons. 
Laurie Corrigan ’83, who was 
president of the PR student cabinet at 
one point and a singer in numerous 
student bands in the 1980s, 
remembers the Shuffle Demons 
show as a particular highlight. The 
band was enjoying a popularity built 
around their song “Spadina Bus,” and 
the dining room was packed for the 
concert. The PR student cabinet also 
booked big acts, Jane Siberry and 
Spirit of the West among them. 

One gets the feeling, though, 
that these big acts weren’t all that 
necessary for the flourishing of 
culture at PR, that students could 
have filled in the gaps, and would 
have had just as much fun doing 
so. For the cultural scene at PR was 
always produced predominantly by 
the student community, which is 
probably why it was so resilient for so 
long. Music has always been one of 
the most important parts of student 
culture, and this is still true today, 
even if the concerts have moved off-
campus. 

In fact what Laurie remembers 
about music at PR in the 1980s 
could probably be said of any era 
and any place: “music was never an 
isolated event—it was integrated 
into our everyday experience and our 
relationships with each other.”

40TH ANNIveRSARy 
HeAd Of THe TReNT 
RegATTA...special rowing 
alumni reception.

COMMONeR ReuNION...
building on the success 
of the 2006 reunion, 
please pass the word to 
all alumni who loved the 
Commoner!

See the September issue 
of Trent Magazine for full 
details or follow us at 
Trent Magazine on 
twitter...
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Grown up Musical: 

don Tapscott Harmonizes for fun and Charity

As the keyboard player for 
Men in Suits riffs on a 
12-bar solo of Santana’s 

“Black Magic Woman,” only the 
Blackberry that peeks out from 
the back of his belt is a subtle 
giveaway that this is a guy with a 
serious day job. 
 In case you didn’t know, that 
keyboard player with the great 
jazz and blues chops is Don 
Tapscott ‘66, Canadian business 
executive, author, consultant, 
and speaker. As he prepares 
to launch his 14th book, 
MacroWIKINOMICS: Rebooting 
Business and the World, he also 
finds the time to jam with Men 
in Suits, the band that he and 
some Bay Street business buddies 
started up in 1999. The talented 
group is available to play to 
friends and associates, as long as 
they’re raising money for a worthy 
cause. And one gets the impression 
that, as they’re doing some good, 
they’re having a heck of a lot of fun 
too. 
 Yes, it is ever-so-slightly infuriating 
that someone with the business 
acumen, technological savvy, and 
unbridled success of digital-age 
guru Don Tapscott has mastered 
an intricate 88-key percussive 
instrument, plus the guitar. But 
anyone who knows Don and his 
family would not be surprised. 
 Music has been a big part of 
Don Tapscott’s life since he was a 
youngster growing up in Orillia, 
Ontario. From the time he was 13, 
he would fill in when his father, the 
late Don Tapscott Sr., needed an extra 
man for his dance band. Don Sr. was 
a very accomplished pianist; Don 
Jr. would fill in on guitar. “I never 
went out for New Year’s until I got to 
university,” says Don. “I was always 
playing with my Dad’s band. They 
were really good musicians.” 

At Don Tapscott’s elegant Rosedale 
home, music is more evident than 
technology. Once you pay homage to 
Arnold, the friendly giant of a Bernese 
mountain dog who greets you at the 
door, you’re drawn in by a massive, 
colourful painting of a grand piano 
by artist Vivienne Reiss. In the living 
room, artfully placed by the window, 
is an actual grand piano. Downstairs, 
just around the corner from the wine 
cellar, is a music room that would 
be the envy of many a musician. A 
striking collection of guitars hangs 
from the ceiling of the brightly lit 
den, and there’s plenty of room for 
fellow musicians to set up and join 
in—but the prized item in this room 
can’t be missed: a 1934 Hammond 
B3 organ with matching massive 
mahogany speaker cabinet.
 Make no mistake, Don knows 
his way around the complex and 
beautiful B3 beast. He masterfully 
pounds out some bluesy chords on 
the two levels of keys, while pumping 

the pedals for a powerful sound. 
It’s clear from the smile on his 
face that this is pure play, no 
doubt a tactile foil to the virtual 
world he inhabits on a daily 
basis. After a flourish of jazz 
scales, he blinks modestly and 
notes that, at this point in his 
career, he has more time in his 
life to dedicate to study and 
practice. 
 When he arrived at Trent at 
the age of 19, Don immediately 
made music a central part of his 
university experience. Armed 
with his dance-band experience 
on guitar and formal training on 
piano through the Conservatory 
of Music in Orillia, he sought 
out other musicians from 
Peterborough to pull together a 
band. Their first gig was at Peter 

Robinson College. 
Eventually, the group was named 
Boys in the Band and was made up 
solely of Trent students, including 
Paul Butler ’68 on lead guitar, John 
Beach ’65 on bass, Terry Burrell ’67 
on drums, and Don on keyboard. 
His parents bought him a Vox 
Continental organ—the kind made 
famous by The Doors—and things 
really took off from there. 
 “We actually made some serious 
money,” says Don. “We played 
around Peterborough, Cobourg, high-
school gigs and we had some clients 
at Trent. Trent gave us a room in the 
basement of Champlain College. 
They gave us a key and we could store 
all of our equipment in there. They 
encourage this kind of thing. Trent 
was very encouraging.”
 The band was part of a vibrant 
and creative music scene at Trent in 
the late 1960s. “We connected with 
the whole folk scene too. Everyone 
else was into folk: Ian Tamblyn and 
Nigel Russel…even Stan Rogers was 
briefly at Trent,” recalls Don. “I was 
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also in a folk group with Peter Cragg 
’66, and Gail Nicholson had a folk 
group in first year called Pilgrims 
Three. Marcus Waddington ’66, 
Peter Cragg ’66 and I and Cris 
Cuddy ’65 created an entire album 
at Trent called Jeremy Doormous. We 
recorded it in the language laboratory 
at Traill because it was the only place 
that had a mic and tape recorder.”
 “My studies found time,” Don says 
with a smile. “It was an unbelievable, 
creative time. Anything was possible 
and we were all composing our own 
songs.” 
 After graduation, music continued 
to weave its influence through Don’s 
busy life. There’s even an uncanny 
story about how Don bumped into 
an undiscovered singer named Rita 
McNeil in 1971 and recorded a 45 
with her, after which her career took 
off and she was catapulted to fame. 
 Years later, Don’s still got an ear 
for talent. One day, when his band 
was practising, his daughter Niki 
came downstairs and sang a song that 
knocked the group’s socks off. She 
was immediately invited to join the 
band and has sung with them ever 
since. 

 “There’s only one thing better than 
playing in a band,” says Don, “and 
that’s playing in a band with your 
daughter.” 
 Their winning combination of 
talent and altruism has won Men in 
Suits some well-earned publicity on 
Global TV and most recently in the 
Toronto Star.
 A crowning moment in Don’s 
musical life came with the ultimate 
inspiration for a song: the love of his 
life, his wife Ana Lopes, and her 50th 
birthday. Don decided to pen a love 
song: “The Best Thing I’ve Done in 
My Life.” He wrote the melody and 
lyrics, put down the piano bed, then 
got in touch with his friend, musician 
Marc Jordan, Ana’s favourite 
Canadian male singer, and asked him 
to sing it as a surprise birthday gift. 
 “I handed the CD to her on her 
birthday in an HMV bag,” he laughs. 
“She was looking at it and saying, 
‘Why is there a picture of me on 
this CD?’” Needless to say, once the 
enormity of the gesture sunk in, Don 
earned the husband of the decade 
award for that gift. 

Don Tapscott and 
his daughter and 
bandmate Niki.
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 With his books flying off the 
shelves and his two children settled 
in promising careers—Alex, 24, an 
investment banker, and Niki, 27, 
working with the World Economic 
Forum in Geneva—Don now finds 
the time for regular lessons in jazz 
piano.
 Men in Suits is well known for 
its signature event Rock for the Brain, 
an annual benefit and “friendraiser” 
concert for the Canadian Association 
for Mental Health, where Ana is now 
vice chair of the board. The cause is a 
passion for both Ana and Don, who 
are determined to fight the stigma of 
mental health and further research 
into brain chemistry. Contributing 
funds for research into mental illness 
and other worthy causes (one gig 
for the Arthritis Research Centre of 
Canada was named Rock the Joint) is 
just that much more satisfying when 
it can be married with his passion for 
music.

Want to hear Men in Suits? Check 
out www.trentu.ca/alumni for a link to 
the video. 
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James Neufeld, a professor in 
Trent University’s Department of 
English Literature since 1972, is 

retiring on July 1, 2010. A teacher of 
Canadian literature and Renaissance 
and Restoration Drama, James is the 
author of Power to Rise: The Story of the 
National Ballet of Canada (1996) and 
Lois Marshall: A Biography, which was 
published in 2010. James was Vice-
President, University Services, from 
1990 to 1995, Chair of the English 
Department from 2000 to 2005 and 
has recently represented Trent on the 
Council of Ontario Universities. He 
has served the Trent community with 
generosity, integrity and efficiency 
over the years, touching the lives of 
students, staff and colleagues with 
his thoughtful compassion, his sense 
of humour, and his genuine interest 
in their well-being. As he prepares 

to retire, James finds that his fondest 
memories are associated with his 
years as Principal of Traill College. 
James and his wife, Lynn, who was 
College Assistant at the time, with 
their two daughters, Katharine and 
Amy, lived in the Principal’s Lodge 
from 1982 to 1987. When James 
reminisced recently about those Traill 
years, he found himself focusing on a 
pair of glass doors in the lodge. Here 
is how he remembers those doors:

“When I was Principal of Traill, 
and Lynn was the College 
Assistant (later to become the 
College Administrator and 
then the Acting Principal), the 
headship of a Trent College 
was still a residential position 
—we were expected to make 
our home in the College, and 

to open our home to College 
life. Our daughters were very 
young when we moved in to 
the Principal’s Lodge (six and 
four years old), so in many 
ways this requirement placed an 
imposition on ordinary family 
life. For me, the doors helped to 
make this peculiar arrangement 
possible. They hung on either 
side of the central entrance hall 
of the Lodge, one leading to the 
dining room and the other to the 
living room opposite. Because 
the glass in them was so heavy, 
they acted as a pretty effective 
sound barrier when they were 
closed. I can remember countless 
occasions when I was holding 
evening meetings, or doing 
unscheduled crisis counselling 
in the living room. I would 
close the glass door to provide 
some privacy from the hubbub 
of children’s bedtime going on 
around us, in the kitchen, in the 
dining room, eventually trailing 
upstairs to the bedroom. Other 
times, because our girls liked 
to dance in the living room to 
their favourite records (Disney, 
Sharon, Lois and Bram, Raffi, 
all with the volume UP), I 
remember conducting meetings 
in the dining room, with both 
sets of doors closed. There, Lynn 
and I could concentrate on the 
business at hand, but through 
the glass doors keep an eye on 
our daughters, cavorting about 
on the carpeted living room 
floor.

Looking Back
 James Neufeld Retires



“The doors made it possible 
for us to lead our family life 
in the midst of the hectic life 
of the college, and to mix the 
two so they sometimes seemed 
indistinguishable. But what 
do I remember most vividly? I 
remember the end of a meeting 
or interview, when I could feel 
the heavy handle of the door in 
my hand, and hear the sound it 
made as I swung it open. And 
then I remember, as though 
it were yesterday, the noise of 
family life reasserting itself, 
keeping us all connected despite 
the many interruptions that were 
simply part and parcel of our 
lives during that time. Opening 
those doors brought me back 
to my family. I like to think the 
doors also made it possible to 
bring a family atmosphere to 
much of the College life Lynn 
and I tried to foster.”

The other person on his mind as he 
retires is his former colleague, the late 
Michael Treadwell. Like many of us, 
he remembers Michael fondly, but 
says that he wasn’t actually present 
for his favourite memory of him. 

“When our daughters were little 
(probably just two years old 
and a baby), I was at a Gilbert 
and Sullivan rehearsal with the 
car (our only car) and Lynn was 
home alone with the children. 
Kath, bouncing around on the 
sofa as children do, flipped over 
the back of the sofa and hit her 
forehead on the cast iron radiator 
behind it. She wasn’t seriously 
hurt, but in all the blood from 
the flesh wound, Lynn couldn’t 
know that.
 “Instinctively, she called the 
Treadwells, who lived around 
the corner, and within minutes, 
both Michael and Florence were 

at the door (leaving their own 
three older children at home), 
Florence to look after the baby 
and Michael to rush Lynn and 
Kath to the hospital. With typical 
foresight, Michael had phoned 
ahead to Emergency to let them 
know they were coming. By the 
time I got home from rehearsal, 
all was calm, Kath was in bed, 
and Michael and Florence had 
gone back to their family. From 
an adventure like that, you really 
know who your friends are.”

And so on the occasion of his 
retirement, James has requested the 
initiation of a fundraising campaign 
to add to the endowment of the 
Michael Treadwell Scholarship, a 
fund which has been strongly and 
eloquently supported and promoted 
by James since its creation. A group of 
his friends have decided that some of 
the money raised in such a campaign 
should go towards the replacement 
of the glass doors in the Principal’s 
Lodge so that the originals can be 
given to James and Lynn and placed 
in their home as a reminder of their 
life at Traill College. The cost of 
replacing the doors has already been 
more than covered by donations.
 The Michael Treadwell 
Scholarship was established in 
2000 to honour Professor Michael 
Treadwell, one of the earliest 

members of Trent University’s 
department of English Literature, 
a noted scholar and bibliographer 
in the field of seventeenth- and 
eighteenth-century English Literature, 
and a devoted friend to his many 
undergraduate students. Awarded 
every four years to an entering 
student of exceptionally high 
academic achievement and promise, 
intending to major in the humanities, 
the scholarship honours Michael 
and supports humanities students. 
It is no surprise to those of us who 
know James that his retirement gift 
should be a gift to others and to the 
excellence associated with humanities 
teaching and scholarship at Traill 
College and Trent University.
 Many of you reading this article 
in the Trent Magazine will remember 
James and Lynn at Traill during 
and after those years as they both 
continued their Trent careers with 
close connections to Traill College. 
If you would like to contribute to 
this initiative in honour of James’s 
retirement and in support of The 
Michael Treadwell Scholarship, you 
can easily do so online. On the Trent 
homepage, click on “Giving to Trent,” 
then on “Ways to Give,” then on 
“Donate Online,” then on “Donate 
Now” (where there is a dropdown 
menu called “Fund/Designation” 
in which you will find the “Michael 
Treadwell Scholarship” listed). At the 
bottom of that page you’ll find a list 
of “Dedication and Gift Options,” 
where you can choose “Yes, as a gift 
in honour of/on behalf of” and enter 
James Neufeld’s name. The “Giving 
to Trent” site also explains how you 
might make a donation by telephone 
or by mail if you prefer.

Submitted by Gordon Johnston and 
Margaret Steffler, Department of 
English Literature

Looking Back
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TONY STOREY ’71

Countin’ flowers on the wall
That don’t bother me at all
Playin’ solitaire till dawn with a deck of 

fifty-one
Smokin’ cigarettes and watchin’ Captain 

Kangaroo
Now don’t tell me I’ve nothin’ to do

“Flowers on the Wall,” by Lew Dewitt 
of the Statler Brothers

The first time I heard this song 
was at the Trent Inn on Charlotte 
Street (now known as the White 
House). In the early 1970s, it was 
the destination for Trent students 
to gather and enjoy live music. You 
entered on the right hand side and 
made your way through the country 
and western ambience of the rest of 
the inn and proceeded to the back, 
where the Tudor Room filled with 
Trent students. On a busy night, 
it was not unusual to find most of 
my friends there, enjoying spirited 
discussion between sets of the 
band of the evening. One particular 
evening held a special resonance as 
our peers Rusty Prowse ’71, Ron 
Pearson ’71, and Kit Johnson ’69 
were performing as Dandy Rat. The 
room was packed with a friendly and 
receptive audience who were more 
than willing to be introduced to some 
of the country staples that the band 
so enjoyed performing.

I knew a man Bojangles and he’d dance 
for you

In worn out shoes
With silver hair, a ragged shirt, 
 and baggy pants
The old soft shoe
He jumped so high, jumped so high
The he lightly touched down

“Mr. Bojangles,” by Jerry Jeff Walker

In 1971 I somehow found my way 
onto the Commoner entertainment 
committee. I had been encouraged 
to join as it would provide me with 
“Commoner staff” status, which 
meant evenings of bartending and 
pizza and sub-making. And the 
occasional, well perhaps not so 
occasional, free drink. I am not 
certain I ever fulfilled my duties 
on the committee, but someone 
must have, as the Commoner 
was frequently offering excellent 
live music. On one night, one of 
our favourites, Jerry Jeff Walker, 
performed. Rumour had it that he 
had driven from a gig in Chicago to 
join us at the Commoner, because 
of his enjoyment in playing with 
Nigel Russell ’66. Jerry Jeff did 
not disappoint, playing with gusto 
until 1:00 in the morning. As he 
completed what I thought must 
be his last encore, he kicked the 
microphone stand aside, sat down 
on the edge of the stage, and played 
unplugged for another two hours.

What would you think if 
 I sang out of tune,
Would you stand up and walk out on me,
Lend me your ears and I’ll sing you a 

song,
And I’ll try not to sing out of key,
Oh I get by with a little help from my 

friends,
Mmm, I get high with a little help from 

my friends,
Mmm, I’m going try with a little help 

from my friends.

“With A Little Help from My 
Friends,” by John Lennon and Paul 
McCartney

During Trent University’s 35th 
anniversary celebration in 1999, the 
university sponsored a performance 
of Bush Ladies by Molly Thom, 
at Peterborough’s Showplace. At 
the conclusion of the play, Trent 
students, equipped with candles, led 
the audience out through the stage 
doors onto the street, which had been 
temporarily closed for this moment. 
Picture 500 people, punctuated by 
candlelight, parading up Water Street 
to the Ministry of Natural Resources 
building. A reception bash was 
held in the main foyer, and after 
the requisite amount of mingling, 
what was then known as the alumni 
band, Shame on the Moon (Cheryl 
Davies ’68, Glen Easson ’89, Lisa 
Devan ’84, Bob Gandy and Andy 
Buchanan), took the stage. The 
foyer overflowed with people and 
music… President Bonnie Patterson 
(Hon.) was summoned onto the 
stage to help deliver the vocals for 
a rollicking version of the Beatles’ 
“With A Little Help from My Friends.” 
Don Tapscott ’66 (chair of Trent’s 
Beyond Our Walls campaign) and 
John Beach ’65 were also spotted 
in the crowd and thrown into the 
jam. It was a virtuoso Trent moment: 

STOReyLINe

Tony’s Top Ten Trent Magical Musical Moments

1

2
3
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students, alumni, staff, faculty, board, 
community all celebrating the Trent/
Peterborough partnership through 
music and art.

What is John Wadland Reading 
in Retirement?

This February, the Montreal Chapter 
invited Canadian studies professor 
emeritus John Wadland to talk 
about some of the books he is now 
able to read in retirement, and 
why these books are important to 
Canadians. The list included A Fair 
Country by John Ralston Saul, The 
Road by Cormac McCarthy, The Sea 
by John Banville, and Blindness by 
Jose Saramago. The well-attended 
evening was held at the Black Watch 
regimental headquarters in the 
mess. The elegant room was lit by 
chandeliers, the walls lined with 

portraits and display cases 
tracing the regiment’s 
history. As a four-course 
dinner unfolded, I could 
faintly hear the sounds of a 
pipe and drum band in the 
background. The regiment 
band was rehearsing 
downstairs in the drill 
hall, I surmised. As dinner 
neared its conclusion, 
Montreal Chapter president 

Derrick Farnham ’83 rose (I 
detected a twinkle in his eye!) and 
threw open a door. In marched 
12 pipers and four drummers. I 
have oft heard the expression “the 
room was filled with sound.” Well, 
our room exploded with sound 
… stirring and magnificent. As 
the band concluded, a ceremonial 
toast took place, with Derrick and 
former chapter presidents François 
Senecal ’83 and Leisha LeCouvie 
’83 solemnly throwing back shots 

of Scotch with each member of the 
band. The toasts concluded and the 
band resumed play, marching from 
the room as our group burst into 
applause. To John Wadland’s great 
credit, he very successfully followed 
this “hard act” and enthralled us with 
his perspectives of our nation as a 
country in search of a conversation.

Somewhere over the rainbow
Bluebirds fly
And the dreams that you’ve dreamed of
Dreams really do come true

“Somewhere Over the Rainbow,” by 
Harold Arlen and E.Y. Harburg

With the fast-flowing Otonabee River 
as the backdrop, a crowd assembled 
to hear for the first time of a 
significant announcement concerning 
a unique act of philanthropy on 
the part of Hong Kong property 
developer Justin Chiu ’76. It was 
June 2009 and the excitement of 
the occasion was heightened in 
knowing that the late Dorothy Blake 
(a retired Trent colleague), whom 
Justin characterized as his “Canadian 
mother,” was in attendance. As the 
various speakers commented on the 
importance of Justin’s generosity and 
its impact on the Trent International 
Program, words were for a few 
moments set aside. The Trent 
International Students Association 
choir gathered on the Champlain 
College lawn and treated us all to 
“Somewhere Over the Rainbow.” 
It was a day for dreams, indeed.

Some songs seem heaven sent, gifts 
from the Muse, as it were and they 
come fully formed, no effort, it is 
as if they pre-existed, waiting for the 
songwriter to be simply the conduit of 
the gift. These Muse driven songs are 
wonderful gifts that can come to the 
recipient at any time, driving a car, a 
dream at night, as one wakes up. I think 
it is really important to heed the muse 
when she taps on your shoulder.”

From Songwriting: The Tower of Song, 
first draft by Ian Tamblyn ’67

For ten years the National Capital 
Chapter Dinner Speaker Series 
showcased Trent talent: alumni, 
faculty, staff, and even a chancellor. 
Most of the series offered speakers 
who informed and educated us. On 
one very special night, Ian Tamblyn 
“wowed” us with two and a half 
hours of songs and stories from 
his exceptional oeuvre of work. 
His mastery of his instruments and 
wonderful storytelling, coupled with 
a sense of adventure and discovery, 
transformed our private function 
room into a point of embarkation. 
Accompanied by guitar, hammered 
dulcimer, and slide show, we paddled 
lakes with Tom Thomson, listened to 
the creatures of Antarctica, travelled 
our nation and others, and hung out 
with whales and walrus in the Bering 
Strait. Companions in the journey, 
we smiled and listened and learned, 
and applauded. 
Continued on page 19.
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Dusty old farmer out working your fields
Hanging down over your tractor wheels
The sun beatin’ down turns the red paint 

to orange
And rusty old patches of steel
There’s no farmer songs on that car radio
Just cowboys, truck drivers and pain
Well this is my way to say thanks for the 

meal
And I hope there’s no shortage of rain

“Farmer’s Song,” by Murray 
McLauchlan

We sat cross-legged on the floor 
of the Great Hall at Champlain 
College. Jugs of wine passed freely 
back and forth…it was 1971…there 
was a great sense of anticipation as 
we awaited Murray McLauchlan’s 
arrival. One of my friends, however, 
whose brother had already graduated 
from Trent, knew that the opening 
act was an accomplished group of 
recent graduates. Stephen Stohn 
’66, Christopher Ward ’67, Nigel 
Russell ’66, and Cheryl Davies ’68 
were those performers. It was perhaps 
my first evidence that the relationship 
with Trent could continue after 
graduation, that former students 
could enrich the life of the university. 
One of the pleasures of my student 
years was to get to know Cheryl 
and Chris. Later Cheryl and I would 
work closely together in the Alumni 
Association, and I would also get to 
know and respect Stephen and Nigel 
as highly accomplished alumni. My 
memory refuses to yield up what 
songs they performed that night; I 
just know it was good music, well 
performed and satisfying. It was 
another indicator that I had made a 
very good decision in finding my way 
to Trent.

Oh, the year was 1778, 
HOW I WISH WAS IN 
SHERBROOKE NOW!

A letter of marque came from the king,
To the scummiest vessel I’d ever seen,

God damn them all!
I was told we’d cruise the seas for 

American gold
We’d fire no guns-shed no tears
Now I’m a broken man on a Halifax pier
The last of Barrett’s Privateers.

“Barrett’s Privateers,” 
Stan Rogers ’68

Although I have had the privilege 
of seeing the late Stan Rogers 
perform this song, often held to be 
a Canadian anthem, it is a cover 
version by Shame on the Moon 
that is my most vivid recollection. 
The occasion was the 30th reunion 
of Trent’s Original Class, and the 
setting was a party at Lightbody 
Farm, the home of Robert and 
Margie Lightbody ’64. A day of 
spirited reunion and cherished 
reminiscence culminated with an 
outdoor performance by Shame on 
the Moon. The farm porch served as 
the stage under a gloaming sky. Even 
the cattle seemed in tune as songs 
rang out. The finale was “Barrett’s 
Privateers”… its rousing nature 
seemed so right for a day in which 
so many important friendships had 
been renewed and revisited by these 
pioneers of Trent’s beginning.

A Convocation guest 
once commented, 
tongue in cheek, 
that the ceremony could be 
compared to listening to someone 
read the telephone book aloud. 
In 2008, music seized the stage 
as Donnell Leahy and Natalie 

MacMaster were presented with 
honorary degrees for their nationally 
recognized achievements and role 
in the Peterborough area’s musical 
community. After a few remarks from 
each of the new honorary graduates, 
Donnell Leahy commented that 
that they might best express their 
appreciation in music instead of 
words. What many had hoped might 
happen, did. It is fair to say that at 
the conclusion of their medley of 
songs, the platform party, followed 
closely by the audience, did not so 
much rise to their feet as launch 
themselves to their feet with a 
tremendous ovation. You can 
hear their remarks and music at 
www.trentu.ca/podcasts/ under 
Convocation 2008.  

Crazy Chester followed me and he 
caught me in the fog

He said, ‘I will fix your rack, if you’ll 
take Jack, my dog’

I said, ‘Wait a minute, Chester, you 
know I’m a peaceful man.’

He said, ‘That’s okay, boy, won’t you feed 
him when you can?’

Take a load off Fanny
Take a load for free
Take a load off Fanny
And you put the load right on me
(You put the load right on me)

“The Weight,” by Robbie Robertson

It seems right to conclude my top 
ten with one of my earliest Trent 
memories. I was returning to 
L-staircase at Champlain College. 
As I entered the staircase door, “The 
Weight” greeted me immediately. 
Although Champlain’s stone walls 
have often defeated good acoustics, 
this day was an exception. The 
staircase was alive with this popular 
song, and for the short walk back 
to my room I felt as if was at a 
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The Wall of Fame at Alumni House 
features books, CDs, and artwork 
produced by our diverse alumni, 
as well as photographs and Trent 
memorabilia. As part of our ongoing 
introduction to the Wall, here are 
two more objects that are housed 
there. Feel free to come and take a 
look!

Charter of Rites by 
the Born 
Again Pagans 

You might have 
read about 
the Born 
Again Pagans 

elsewhere in this issue. This 
is their album from 1992. Alumni 
musicians that were involved with 
the CD include Louis Fagan ’87, 
Kerry Bullis ’87, Andrew Fogarasi 
’87, John MacEwen ’80, Tim 
O’Dacre ’86, Tom Reader ’89, and 
Ron Rooth ’84. 

Songs from Degrassi: The Next 
Generation

On this page we featured a profile 
of Stephen Stohn ’66, executive 
producer of Degrassi: The Next 
Generation and co-writer of the 
show’s theme song. The soundtrack 
can be found on our Wall of Fame.

Wall of Fame

secret concert. I could not see the 
performer, but I recognized the voice 
and guitar of Robert Morgan ’70. In 
2006, I would take great pleasure in 
welcoming Robert back to campus as 
he received the Distinguished Alumni 
Award for his exceptional career as an 
author, playwright, and the founding 
artistic director of Children’s Peace 
Theatre.

Stephen Stohn ’66 first entered 
Canada’s cultural scene as a 
performing artist and songwriter, 
but he has found most of his 
success backstage as an eminent 
entertainment lawyer and television 
producer. He is perhaps best known 
for his long stint as executive 
producer of the Juno Awards and his 
current role as executive producer 
for Degrassi: The Next Generation. 
His work in television has been 
recognized with nine Gemini awards. 
 At Trent Stephen was heavily 
involved with music. He helped to 
found Trent Radio along with Peter 
Northrop ’74 and Christopher 
Ward ’67. He also helped to found 
the Arthur and is responsible for its 
name. A fan of the Beatles, Stephen 
once quipped with another student 
that the paper’s name would be 
Arthur (after George Harrison’s 
hair in A Hard Day’s Night), and the 
name was unexpectedly accepted and 
adopted. 
 As a songwriter, Stephen is well 
recognized. In the late 1970s he 
co-wrote two songs with Christopher 
Ward for Christopher’s album, 

“Maybe Your Heart” and “Once in a 
Long Time.” Both songs reached the 
top ten in Canada. Stephen also co-
wrote the theme music for Degrassi. 
In the early 1990s, along with other 
renowned songwriters, he helped to 
found the Songwriters Association of 
Canada. 
 Apart from creating his own music, 
Stephen also helps to encourage 
others to do the same through charity 
work. He is currently the chair of 
Musicounts, a charity associated with 
the Juno Awards. Musicounts aims to 
provide children of all socio-economic 
backgrounds with access to music 
education through their school. The 
organization does this primarily 
through donating instruments and 
providing scholarships. 
 While Stephen’s career success 
is on the business end of cultural 
production, he continues to cultivate 
his own musicianship, and he 
encourages it in others.

from Arthur 
          to Degrassi

MARK yOuR CALeNdAR!
CHAPTeR eveNTS
June 10 6 pm National Capital Chapter tour of the Canadian War Museum 
  with Tim Cook ’90

June 24 5-7 pm Greater Halifax Chapter reception with Alumni Director, Tony Storey ’71

June 27 2-4 pm Peterborough Chapter Annual Garden Party at the home   
  of Paul & Gillian Wilson

July 19 5-7 pm Vancouver Island reception with Alumni Director, Tony Storey ’71 

July 20 & 21 Vancouver Chapter & Bowen Island receptions with Tony Storey ‘71

OTHeR ALuMNI & uNIveRSITy eveNTS
June 12     Annual Alumni Awards Celebration at Trent University

September 18  Alumni & Friends Golf Tournament, Port Hope Golf Club

October 2    Alumni Association AGM & Head of the Trent Homecoming

October 19   David Morrison Lecture – Guest Lecturer, Professor Henry Bernstein
         of Oriental & African Studies, University of London, UK,Location TBD

Upcoming events at Trent University and in Alumni Chapter cities. 
For more Trent events, please visit www.trentu.ca/newsevents.php
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Paul Schliesmann ’77 was 
announced as a finalist for the 
National Newspaper Awards in 
March. He is nominated in the local 
reporting category for his work with 
a colleague in reporting the deaths 
of four Montreal women in the locks 
at Kingston Mills last summer. Paul 
writes for the Kingston Whig-Standard 
and has won the local reporting 
category before.

Jeannette Menzies ’93 is currently 
representing Canada on an Arctic 
Council Task Force that is developing 
new means of cooperation between 
Arctic countries regarding search-and-
rescue procedures.

Blake Seward ’84 was featured in 
the Ottawa Sun in January. Blake 
was quoted discussing an education 
program he developed six years 
ago called “Lest We Forget,” which 
connected high-school students with 
archival material concerning Canada’s 
military history. The government 
had announced support cuts to the 
program, angering Blake.

Richard Bachmann ’70, long-time 
owner of Burlington bookstore A 
Different Drummer Books, has retired 
and sold the store to an employee. 
Richard had owned the store since 
the mid-1980s and had seen it 
become very successful, to the point 
of winning the Bookseller of the Year 
award in 1998. Richard also won the 
2007 Jack Award for book promotion 
in Canada. His plans for retirement 
include, unsurprisingly, lots of 
reading.

Yann Martel ’81 released 
a new novel in April, the 
follow-up to his Man 
Booker Prize-winning 
Life of Pi. The new 
book, called Beatrice 
and Virgil, received a 
flurry of attention in 
the popular media. 

Yann also had What is Stephen 
Harper Reading?, a collection of 
letters addressed to the Prime 
Minister, published recently. Yann 
has been sending a book to Stephen 
Harper every other week for over 
two years now, and each letter in 
What is Stephen Harper Reading? 
explains the value of the book it 
originally accompanied in the mail. 
Together, the letters offer a reflection 
on the art of reading and writing in 
general and on the masterpieces that 
define our culture. Yann is taking a 
break from the mailing project for 
the upcoming months in order to 
promote his new novel.

Roberta Bondar, Bonnie Patterson and 
Cheryl Haney.

Two Trent alumni were named to the 
Order of Ontario in January. James 
Orbinski ’80 and honorary alumna 
Bonnie Patterson both received the 
distinction. 

Lizzie Scace ’01, is currently a 
member of AC/DC’s road crew. She 
has worked behind the scenes with 
other major musical acts, including 
the Rolling Stones and Avril Lavigne. 

Susan Reece ’75 received an 
honorary doctorate from Oxford 
University last May for her 
contributions to the international 
expansion of Oxford University Press. 
She is one of only a few Canadians to 
receive such a degree from Oxford. 

Garry Cubitt ’67 is the Chief 
Administrative Officer for the 
region of Durham. He has also been 
recently re-appointed to the Board 
of Governors of the University of 
Ontario Institute of Technology. 

Robert Campbell ’70, president of 
Mount Allison University, co-wrote 
an article for The Globe and Mail last 
December in which he argued that 
Canada needs more undergraduate-
focused universities, as well as a new 
funding model to support them.

Distinguished nature photographer 
Ethan Meleg ’92 gave a talk and 
photo presentation to the public 
at this year’s St. Lawrence River 
Institute Convention. Ethan has 
been photographing the outdoors 
for years, and has been published 
in National Geographic, Canadian 
Geographic, Popular Photography and 
Forbes magazines.

Alumni Pursuits &
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Derrick Hughes ’82 was appointed 
assistant vice-president for the Boiler 
Inspection and Insurance Company 
by the organization’s CEO in 
December.

Darren Huston ’85 was featured 
on the CBC News website this 
winter, discussing licensing and 
content regulations that discourage 
firms from offering new technology 
to Canadian markets. Darren is 
Microsoft’s corporate vice-president 
of consumer and online.

The methods of teaching project 
management that Peter Northrop 
’74 employs at Trent were praised 
by Kevin Aguanno in the Project 
Management Association of Canada’s 
newsletter in 2009.

Charles Meanwell ’66 is an artist 
who regularly shows his work at the 
Nicholas Metivier Gallery in Toronto. 
In January he exhibited eleven of his 
pieces in a show called Terra Incognita. 

Chip Sutherland ’82 is nationally 
recognized as a leader in the field of 
entertainment and media law. Based 
in Halifax, he represents most of the 
successful musicians coming out of 
Atlantic Canada, but also has clients 
from further afield, including the 
internationally recognized singer-
songwriter Feist.

Denis Carr ’94 has published a 
non-fiction book for elementary-
school children called The Ten Most 
Significant Medical Achievements. 
The book has chapters on such 
breakthroughs as antibiotics, 
chemotherapy, and medical imaging. 

Holly Bennett ’75 has written 
another fantasy novel, this one 
entitled The Shapeshifter. Like others 
by her, the plot has been adapted 
from traditional Irish folklore. The 
Shapeshifter was released by Orca 
Book Publishing in the spring. 

Linwood Barclay ’73 received a 
favourable review in The Globe and 
Mail for his new mystery/thriller 
Never Look Away, which became 
available in March. 

Krystopher Chutko ’96 was 
named geographer of the week 
by the Canadian Association of 
Geographers in January. Krystopher 
is assistant professor at Nipissing 
University. His research focuses on 
past environmental changes in the 
Arctic, which he learns about through 
detailed study of lake sediments.

Author and historian Aureen 
Richardson ’68 was recognized 
in January for her long history 
of philanthropy and community 
involvement. She has been a long-
time advocate for people with 
disabilities and most recently made a 
significant contribution to the Bridge 
Hospice in Northumberland County.

Carolyn Givogue ’03 has been 
named the new coordinator of the 
Community and Race Relations 
Committee of Peterborough. Carolyn 
plans to reach out to local Indigenous 
people and try to engage more young 
people with anti-racism activities. 

Ingrid Mueller ’74 has been an avid 
art collector for quite some time. She 
currently owns an art gallery in 

Fredericton, New Brunswick, and is 
responsible for exhibiting Atlantic 
Canadian art all over the world. 

Artist Spencer Harrison ’96 has 
relocated his studio to George 
Vanier Secondary School in 
Toronto, becoming the first artist-
in-residence at a high school in 
Canada. The program hopes to 
encourage creativity among the 
school’s students by providing them 
access to a working artist three days 
a week. Spencer also lectures at the 
Ontario College of Art and Design 
and recently displayed his works at 
Black Honey, a café in downtown 
Peterborough.

Filmmaker Sara Korosi ’00 traveled 
to Bolivia in November to document 
the country’s presidential election 
and to discuss decolonization efforts 
with locals. The resulting film should 
be completed this summer. Sara 
also works as the public engagement 
coordinator for the Canadian 
Executive Service Organization, an 
NGO dedicated to national and 
international development.

A group of students at Port Perry 
High School received the Lieutenant 
Governor’s Ontario Heritage Award 
for Youth Achievement in February 
for their “Think Indigenous” expo, 
which showcased the culture of 
Indigenous peoples. A Trent student-
teacher, Dawn White, was responsible 
for getting the project started, and 
Nancy Hamer Strahl ’91 and Art 
Beaver ’84 helped to support it. 
Art is the co-president of the TUAA 
Indigenous Chapter. 



1965
Four Trent alumni got together in 
March for the first time in over 40 
years at the home of Gervase ’65 
and Diane Mackay’68 in West Hill, 
Ontario to reminisce about the early 
years at Peter Robinson College and 
life in Peterborough. Dave Brodie ’65 
and his wife Pat now live in Guelph, 
William Griffiths ’65 on Salt Spring 
Island, BC, Hugh ’66 and Tamara 
Bain ’66 in Ottawa. All are actively 
retired, except Gervase, who labours 
on tirelessly. Photo 1 – left to right: 
David Brodie, William Griffiths, Gervase 
McKay and Hugh Bain. 

1966
Graham ’66 and Magrietha Weeks are 
pleased to announce the marriage of 
their daughter Marielle Weeks ’04 
to Simon Boyce ’95 on October 3, 
2009. Photo 2.

1967
Margaret Anttila ‘67 (Potter King) 
is thrilled to announce the graduation 
of her four children. Michael Anttila 
completed his B. Math in Pure 
Mathematics and Computer Science 
at University of Waterloo in 2001. 
Emily Papel completed her B.A. in 
Psychology at University of Waterloo 
in 2000. Alix Anttila ’01 completed 
her Masters in History at Memorial 
University of Newfoundland in 2006, 
Susan Aili completed her B.F.A. at 
Emily Carr University in 2010.

1969
In March 2009, Kerry Hill ’69 took 
a trip along the California coast to 
show off the Trent cap and how the 
40-year grads were managing to get 
“A little more hare on their heads.” 
Photo 3.

1977
Barry Schmidl ’77 is finishing his 
third two-year term as President of 
Mensa Canada, the organization for 
people with IQs in the top 2% of 
the population. He has dedicated a 
great deal of his career to working in 
non-profit organizations in Northern 
Ontario and PEI. He now lives in 
Lower Sackville, part of Halifax, with 
his wife Toni and two sons Max 19 
and Ben 11, all of whom have red 
hair.

1984
Michael Pretty ’84 and his wife 
Rosmery Cárdenas Barzola are proud 
to announce the birth of their first 
child, Isabella Róisin Pretty. Isabella 
was born December 29, 2009—a 
healthy and happy baby girl to join 
the Pretty and Cárdenas families.

1987
Sue and Andrew Hamilton ’87 
welcomed William Kaj Thorning
Hamilton into the world at 6 lbs 
14 oz. on March 30, 2010 at 
12:42 pm. All are happy, doing well,
and have settled into an erratic

sleep schedule with frequent
diaper changes and seemingly
continuous feeding. Will is proving
to be a very relaxed baby (touch
wood), and he has brought them
tremendous joy. Photo 4.

1989
Janice Cunning ’89 resides in 
Toronto with her partner Manish. 
She is living her dream as a Life 
Coach at Life on Purpose. As a coach, 
she creates a space where you can 
dream, explore possibilities, set goals 
that have true meaning to you, and 
choose actions that allow you to 
reach those goals.

1991
Nicola Bill ’91 is proud to announce 
the birth of her son Lucas on 
September 2, 2009. Nicola is currently 
enjoying maternity leave from her 
position as a senior analyst with the 
Treasury Board Secretariat in Ottawa. 
Photo 5.

Sunshine Sketches

1 2 3
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1996
Jen (Davidson) Almeida ’96, 
husband Lou Almeida and proud 
big brother Daniel (born October 
3, 2006) are excited to announce 
the birth of the newest addition to 
their family, Gil David Almeida! Gil 
was born on January 27, 2010 in 
Kitchener, Ontario. He is the second 
grandchild of Jen’s mom, the
late Judy (McConnell) Davidson 
who graduated from Trent in 1974. 
Jen is still working at Sun Life 
Financial, her first employer since 
graduating from Trent in 2001. In 
July 2009, she was promoted to 
the position of Associate Product 
Manager, Individual Life Insurance 
Product Development.

1997
Ten years and four months after 
meeting after the Great Race during 
ISW 99, Katie Graham and Andre 
Tacchino ’97 welcomed their son 
Carter Tacchino.

1999
Wei Lynn Eng ’99 and husband 
Anand D’Souza are pleased to 
announce the arrival of their son, 
Oliver Jiat Siang D’Souza, on 
September 6, 2009. Their family of 
three is doing great! Photo 6.

Melissa Quesnelle ’99 and 
Jonathan Leroux ’00 are pleased to 
announce the one year anniversary of 
their wedding (July 19, 2008). They 
had their first date on Halloween 
at the Cat’s Ass Pub at Otonabee 
College in 2000. Family, friends and 
some Trent alumni were present to 
witness their vows on a beautiful 
summer day in Uptergrove Ontario. 
Alumni present included groomsman 
Sean Ireland ’00 and his wife Jamie 
Ireland (Davies) ’02, Laura Mayo 
Bronstein ’99, Chris Hearty ’98, 
and TK Kennedy ’99. Photo 7.

1982 
Tom Miller ’82 is having a great 
time living in Peterborough with 
his spouse Barbara Chisholm and 
their daughter, Fiona (age 6). Lots of 
activities with Trent alumni including 
providing emergency medical care to 
a certain Trent alum while cycling.

1995
Adam Guzkowski ’95 will be 
attending a Science Fiction Criticism 
Masterclass and hopes to connect 
with the local Alumni Chapter in 
London, England in the middle of 
June. He’ll then be spending the rest 
of the summer of 2010 celebrating 
being scintillatingly single, while 
visiting his sister and her husband 
at their home in Hong Kong. While 
there, he will be presenting a paper 
on “The Cultural Analytics of 
Alien(nes)s” at the 

Crossroads in Cultural Studies 
Conference at Lingnan University, 
and hopes to connect with the Hong 
Kong Chapter, and with Distinguished 
Alumnus Justin Chiu ’76.

Iain MacFarlane ’95 is currently 
working for the federal government 
in Toronto as a Resource/Research 
Officer.

2001
Inspired in part by many memorable 
learning experiences at Trent, Jovan 
Groen ’01 has pursued a career in 
education. This past autumn he  
landed in Ottawa to continue his 
journey at the University of Ottawa’s 
Centre for University Teaching. He is 
always happy to have visitors so drop 
in when you are passing through.

2002
Jess Grover ’02 is currently an 
M.A. Student at Trent, studying 
contemporary federal child care 
policy. She took an active role in 
Trent’s Vision Renewal Process, 
facilitating feedback sessions both 
university-wide and within specific 
groups.

5 6 7
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When it was announced that the 
Traill College Lecture Hall was 
going to be torn down, many Traill 
alumni—and many friends of 
the University as a whole—were, 
understandably, upset. Sure, the 
old carriage house was a bit beaten 
up. Sure it was chilly and drafty in 
winter and a bit on the humid side 
in summer. Sure it may have lacked 
some of the technological bells and 
whistles of newer facilities…. But 
it was a part of the architectural, 
academic, and social history of 
the college. It was an old building 
that just seemed to belong to the 
landscape of Traill. Would any new 
building fit into the downtown 
college feel? There was no shortage of 
concern.
 Of course, very few of those 
concerned could possibly have 
imagined the building that would 
be built to take its place. And by the 
time the new Bagnani Lecture Hall 
opened its doors, most concerns had 
faded into the background. They had, 
in fact, been replaced by a sense of 
excitement.

 That excitement was palpable on a 
cool day this past March, as Trent and 
Peterborough community members 
came together for the grand opening 
of the hall. A gathering for the ages, 
it was everything that its namesakes 
would have wanted: the bringing 
together of a wide array of people, 
fine music and art, and discourse that 
married the past, present, and future.
 As much as the grand opening 
was about the new building, it was 
also about celebrating the legacy of 
Gilbert and Stewart Bagnani.
 The Bagnanis were an important 
part of the university community in 
its early years: 
 Lured to Trent by T.H.B. Symons 
after his retirement from the 
University of Toronto in 1965, 
Gilbert was named Visiting Professor 
of Ancient History. His role as former 
field director of the excavations at 
Tebtunis in Egypt made for colourful 
and captivating learning experiences 
for both his students and his fellow 
faculty.
 Stewart taught art history at Trent 
and helped establish the collection at 
the Mackenzie Gallery.
 Their personal lives were the stuff 
of romance. Married in Toronto in 
1929, they moved to Rome while 
Gilbert led excavations in Egypt. They 
fled the threat of fascism in the years 
before the Second World War and 
bought a 200-acre farm near Port 
Hope. This farm, christened “Vogrie,” 

Bagnani Hall Opening 
links the past with the Future

became home to an impressive 
collection of books, art, antiques, and 
historical/archaeological artifacts.
 As Trent opened its doors to the 
Bagnanis, they opened the doors 
of “Vogrie” to Trent. Gracious 
hosts, Gilbert and Stewart were 
most pleased when visitors could 
experience the pleasures of their 
estate—whether it be the art upon its 
walls or the company kept amidst its 
halls and rolling farmland.

  They bequeathed the property 
and all of its treasures to a number of 
institutions, including Trent. 
 Over $1.3 million in philanthropic 
support from the Bagnanis has 
made a huge impact on the students 
at Trent University. Yearly, over 50 
students benefit from the financial 
bursary support provided by the 
Bagnani Undergraduate Awards and 
Bagnani Graduate Awards. Trent’s 
collection of fine art has benefited 

BY DONALD FRASER ’91

Gilbert and Stewart Bagnani

Gilbert Bagnani
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Bagnani Hall Opening 
links the past with the Future

 After the formal speeches, guests 
were given an example of how the 
new building will carry old traditions 
into the present. Indeed, with talks 
of Bagnanis on everyone’s tongues, 
Professor Symons holding court, and 
good food and libations at the ready, 
it was as if the clocks had been turned 
back several decades. 
 They got turned back even further 
when pianist and piano restorer Mark 
Julson presented several pieces on the 
1910 Bechstein Grand Piano, restored 
for permanent housing in Bagnani 
Hall.
 There was a bit of 1965 mischief 
in the air as Julson made his way 
to the piano. “I’ve made a few 
slight improvements to open up 
the musical palette of the piano,” 
he said. “So you may find this a bit 
loud tonight.” There was the briefest 
of pauses and a smile before he 
continued. “Tough luck!”
 And with the opening notes of 
“Bach’s Partita No. 1,” any concern 
about history and the new hall were 
washed away by music and convivial 
laughter.

greatly from their generosity, as has 
the Bata Library collection.
 If the celebration of Gilbert and 
Stewart and the naming of the new 
Bagnani Hall link the building to 
the University’s past, so too does the 
building itself.
 “Both were devoted to students 
and learning,” explains Ian Begg, 
Trent’s Bagnani Research Fellow, 
“and both had a keen sense of art, 
architecture, and what a building 

can mean to people.” Begg, who 
is in the process of going through 
the extensive collection of Gilbert’s 
unpublished research, papers, 
photos, and filmed documentation of 
excavation, believes that the Bagnanis 
would have been most pleased with 
the new hall.

 While it would have been nearly 
impossible to match the building to 
the older buildings on the college 
campus, architect Bill Lett instead 
found himself “attracted to the 
vernacular of Wallis Hall.” Looking to 
Wallis Hall for a template, he echoed 
its use of stucco and cedar, and 
matched brick and shape. The result 
is a building that reflects the existing 
architectural themes of the College.
 The interior is another story. 

Lett explains that he sees 
the interior as a “series 
of experiences that occur 
as you move through 
the space.” And if the 
architecture of the rooms 
isn’t enough to offer these 
experiences, the art and 
artifacts from the Bagnani 
collection surely are.
     Already enthusiastic, 
the crowd at the opening 
became even more so 

as they heard from a series of 
distinguished guests. Founding 
president T.H.B. Symons talked of 
Gilbert and Stewart’s “immense 
erudition and exquisite taste” and 
told of how “Vogrie” became “an 
extension of the campus.” Current 
president Steven Franklin called 
the new hall a “recognition of the 
vitality of the institution” and talked 
about how it would affect the lives 
of the community—both Trent and 
Peterborough.

Gilbert Bagnani teaching in Vogrie, the 
family estate near Port Hope, Ontario

The Bagnani Hall was officially declared 
open by Founding President Tom Symons, 
President Steven E. Franklin, estate lawyer 
John Hodgson and Traill College head and 
Dean of Graduate Studies Doug Evans.
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departments including with the 
RCMP when the force was developing 
alternative dispute-resolution policies, 
Donna said.
 But she returned to Peterborough 
in the late 1990s to become a full-time 
caregiver to her mother.
 “Kelly took over running 
mom’s household,” Donna said. 
“And she devoted herself to this 
wholeheartedly.”
 She took over her mother’s 
Examiner column in 2001 and also 
wrote the fundraising/club news 
column because she wanted to carry 
on the family tradition, said Examiner 
managing editor Ed Arnold.
 Arnold called her “exceptional.”
 “She worked for us as a writer and 
left to look after her mother and her 
own health,” Arnold said.
 “She cared about community, 
which is the main reason she wrote 
these columns. She was a light in the 
night and will be missed.”
 Ms. McGillis went into palliative 
care on March 17.
 Ms. McGillis died peacefully, she 
said, surrounded by family and 
a priest.

Edited and used with permission of 
the Peterborough Examiner

Kelly McGillis ’76, a Trent graduate 
and long time friend of the University, 
died in palliative care on March 26th, 
following a battle with cancer.
 She was 53.
 Ms. McGillis was best known as 
a community columnist who once 
worked for former prime minister Joe 
Clark, and who was well loved across 
this city by an extensive network of 
family and friends
 As one of nine children, Ms. 
McGillis will be remembered as a 
woman who was devoted to her large 
family—often hosting about 35 people 
during “raucous and fun-filled” family 
dinners—and for returning home to 
Peterborough, from a lucrative career 
in Ottawa, to become a full-time 
caregiver to her ailing mother.
 With two master’s degrees, in 
library science and journalism, and as 
a voracious reader with an appetite for 
knowledge, Ms. McGillis was as well-
versed in politics as she was in science 
fiction and history, said her sister 
Donna.
 But nothing mattered more to 
her than spending time with family, 
sharing her love of life with her 18 

nieces and nephews and running her 
mother’s household when her mom 
was too ill to do so herself, Donna 
said.
 “The bottom line,” Donna said, “is 
that Kelly had a great big heart.”
 Ms. McGillis showed a variety 
of interests as a youth. She played 
basketball and was a competitive 
swimmer while attending high school 
at St. Peter’s Secondary School and 
PCVS. She also had an artistic side, 
Donna said, and created beautiful 
sketches and paintings.
 After high school, Ms. McGillis 
stayed close to home and earned an 
honours degree in history from Trent 
University. She then moved to London 
where she got her two masters degrees 
at the University of Western Ontario.
 Ms. McGillis went on to work as 
a librarian in Ottawa at the National 
Library of Canada.
 From 1988 to 1991, she worked as 
a communications manager for Joe 
Clark, who was then secretary of state 
for external affairs.
 Ms. McGillis went on to work 
on contracts in various government 

In Memoriam

Columnist with “a great big heart” 
dies of cancer
BY ELIzABETH BOWER

The view from There
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my family was spread all around 
the world. It is easy to forget about 
the little struggles an international 
student faces when they come to 
university, whether it is about visa 
applications, financial strain, or just 
having an outlet for your worries. 
In this regard, the TIP office was my 
“family” for many years. The Trent 
International Students Association 
(TISA) was my second family, and 
I spent much time involved in all 
the great events that TISA brings to 
Trent. I owe many of my wonderful 
experiences at Trent to TIP and 
TISA. 
  Trent gave me the support and 
footing I needed to achieve what I 
wanted. But it also gave me so much 
more. It gave me a family in Canada 
that extends beyond Peterborough. I 
currently live in St. Catharines with 
another international Trent student 
from Dominica. We didn’t know 
each other very well initially, but we 
had Trent in common. Now we’ve 
become good friends, supporting 
each other through the challenges 
of graduate school.

Columnist with “a great big heart” 
dies of cancer

I can’t make any generalizations 
about the “international” 
experience at Trent as I am only 

one perspective amongst many. In 
several ways, I think our experiences 
aren’t so different from Canadian 
students. For many it is their first 
time so far away from home. For 
many this is the first step into a 
whole new life of independence. My 
experience may differ from others, 
but I sometimes think this is less 
of result of being “international” 
than of having no definite place 
called “home.” At an international 
school I once attended, we called 
this a phenomenon of “third 
culture kids.” National boundaries 
have become a blur to me as I have 
moved from Texas, to Thailand, 
Canada and all the cities that lay in 
between. It was difficult to find a 
place called “home,” but Trent was 
certainly that for four years. 
 My name is Malisa Kurtz. I 
came to Trent in 2005 from Chiang 
Mai, a city of approximately 1.5 
million people in the northern hills 
of Thailand. Peterborough was a 
definite change from the fast-paced 

life of this city, but it didn’t take 
me long to feel accustomed and 
comfortable enough to venture 
calling it “home”—for as much 
as I understood what the term 
meant. Being part of the close 
knit international community at 
Trent certainly helped, and I have 
made friendships here that I know 
will last a lifetime. Academically, 
Trent was also the perfect fit for 
me. English literature has always 
been a passion, and when I arrived 
at Trent I couldn’t have asked for 
better professors to help guide me 
through my four years at Trent. 
Dr. Graham Murphy, whose class I 
took in my first year of university, 
provided me with guidance, 
encouragement and support. He 
became a mentor to me through 
my undergraduate years. Currently, 
I am doing my M.A. in Popular 
Culture at Brock University, a 
program he recommended which 
suits my interests and pursuits in 
every way possible.   
 I, of course, also owe much 
gratitude to the Trent International 
Program (TIP) which provided 
me with support when I had 
nowhere else to go, considering 

Malisa Kurtz ’05

The view from There
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The late Fern Rahmel of Peterborough supports women in education through 
a total matched endowment of $2.4 million

Generations of Trent University 
students will benefit from a 
generous $1.2 million bequest 

from Fern Rahmel, a leader in 
education, the arts and culture in the 
City of Peterborough, Ontario who 
passed away in late November 2009.
 The third largest bequest in the 
history of Trent University, the gift will 
focus on Trent University’s campuses 
in both Peterborough and Oshawa, 
leaving a remarkable legacy in support 
of women pursuing higher education. 
When matched by the Ontario Trust for 
Student Support, the total endowment 
will equal $2.4 million. Over and above 
the $1.2 million gift, a separate and 
specific gift of $5,000 was also directed 
by Ms. Rahmel to the Bata Library.
 At Trent University in Oshawa, 
$1 million will be endowed in 
perpetuity, and will generate 
approximately $40,000 annually. 
According to the wishes of Ms. Rahmel, 

the funds will be used for bursaries 
for female students over the age of 25 
who have demonstrated financial need 
as they work toward earning a Trent 
degree. An additional $1 million will 
be endowed, and the income made 
available to third- and fourth-year 
students of proven academic ability 
who have demonstrated financial need, 
studying at either the Peterborough 
or Oshawa campuses. An additional 
endowment of $200,000 will also 
be created for graduate students who 
meet similar criteria. It is expected that 
$100,000 in new funds for bursaries 
will be available annually as a result of 
this extraordinary gift.
 “This gift is a demonstration of the 
ability of a single individual to have a 
lasting impact on the lives of many,” 
said Dr. Steven E. Franklin, president 
and vice-chancellor of Trent University. 
“In addition to years of support to 
women in need of financial assistance 

to complete their education at various 
levels, Ms. Rahmel’s gift helps us 
to meet the strategic needs of Trent 
University, with a current focus on 
building out our 35-year presence in 
Oshawa with a brand new building 
opening in September 2010.” 
 Ms. Rahmel was well-known in the 
Peterborough community, as a school 
teacher and head of the Department 
of English at Peterborough Collegiate 
Vocational School (PCVS), an active 
volunteer in many community 
organizations, as well as a talented 
writer, editor, playwright and director. 
Born and educated in Peterborough, 
she graduated from Queen’s 
University in Kingston in 1940, and 
was one of the first women to receive 
an honorary LL.D degree from Trent 
University in 1970. Interested and 
supportive of the arts, she trained 
both vocal and speech choirs, and in 
recognition of her work was made an 
Honorary Life Member of the Kiwanis 
Music Festival. A founding member 
of the Peterborough Little Theatre 
and Theatre Guild, she directed for 
both groups as well as producing and 
directing for the Junior and Senior 
Drama Clubs at PCVS. She wrote over 
60 scripts for school broadcasts, which 
were produced by both CBC and CBS. 
For three years she worked in Toronto 
as the Editor’s Assistant of Saturday 
Night magazine. A loyal member of 
Park Street Baptist Church, she taught 
in the Sunday School for over 25 years 
and frequently arranged the sanctuary 
flowers. A keen gardener, she was a 
Life Member of the local Horticultural 
Society and was for some years the 
Regional Director for the Canadian 
Rose Society. After her retirement, 
she served on the local Public Library 
Board as well as the Regional Library 
Board. She established the Fern A. 
Rahmel Bursary at Trent University for 
mature women students in 2002. 

Trent University Receives $1.2 Million Estate Gift 
to Assist Students in Need

How Can One Person Make
a World of Difference?

When Fern Rahmel left a bequest 
to Trent University, she chose 
to help generations of women 
pursue post-secondary education. 

Thinking of leaving a legacy of 
your own? Trent will help 
you make it a reality. 

Learning to Make a World of DifferenceTM

www.trentu.ca/givingtotrent

Contact Sherry Booth 

at sbooth@trentu.ca 

748-1011 ext. 7593

Fern Rahmel chose to help women in education
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Today Hua Chen ’05 lives 
with his wife, Hongxia ’05, 
and their daughter in a quiet 

Peterborough neighbourhood that he 
now considers to be home. Originally 
from Beijing, China, Hua first came to 
Canada in 2002 on a study permit as 
an international student. He attended 
the University of Windsor, where 
computer science quickly became his 
focus and eventually his major. After 
graduation in 2005, Hua considered 
continuing his studies in computer 
science.
 During this time, Hongxia applied 
and was accepted to a Ph.D program 
at Trent, which turned Hua’s attention 
to Trent’s Applications of Modelling 
in the Natural and Social Sciences 
(AMINSS) program. Hua applied 
to the program, was accepted, and 
in 2005 the Chen family moved to 
Peterborough.
 Having had his immigration 
application approved in 2004, 
Hua did not apply through the 
international studies program and 
was considered to be a domestic 
student when he arrived. As a 
result, Hua did not receive proper 
orientation to Trent University or the 
City of Peterborough.  
 To orient himself, Hua relied 
heavily on university friends, and his 
program supervisor, Wenying Feng, 
to explain where to find information 
about employment, housing, and 

other essential services.  Still struggling 
with his English, Hua attended group 
study sessions and resorted to asking 
Wenying questions in Chinese for 
additional assistance.  As Wenying 
Feng reflects, “When Hua needed help, 
I was able to give suggestions.”  
 After the initial hurdles of 
establishing himself in Peterborough, 
Hua’s Trent experience was a complete 
success. Wenying remembers that 
“Hua always worked really hard and 
his thesis resulted in four publications, 
which is the most any of my graduate 
students have had.”
 In 2008, after he graduated from 
Trent and his citizenship application 
was approved, Hua began to look 
for employment in Peterborough. 
In a conversation with Al Slavin, a 
professor in the AMINSS program, Hua 
heard about an opening at Tekdesk, 
a local IT company located in the 
Peterborough Public Library.  Hua 
applied and was hired by Tekdesk in 
2009. The manager Adrianne Schutt 
describes Hua, “Hua is the perfect 
team member—driven, fearless, and 
always thinking about how to help 
his coworkers. We’ve come to realize 
that his trademark ‘I will think about 
it’ answer really means ‘it hasn’t been 
done before, but you’ll have it in three 
days.’ He is always willing to share, and 
is happy to answer our questions about 
Chinese culture. With his dedication, 
strong technical background and quiet 

A Graduate Giving Back
HUA CHEN, TRENT UNIVERSITY & WELCOMEPETERBOROUGH.CA

determination, Hua adds both flavour 
and substance to our team.”
 One of the web-based community 
projects of particular interest that 
Hua is working on at Tekdesk 
is WelcomePeterborough.ca: 
Peterborough’s Newcomer Website. 
It is part of an Ontario-wide initiative 
to create newcomer websites, funded 
by the Ministry of Citizenship and 
Immigration.  This initiative aims to 
connect people like Hua to essential 
services in Ontario, both locally and 
provincially.  
 Hua thinks the website will 
be very helpful for newcomers to 
Peterborough, because it provides 
information that was not readily 
available before. Newcomers can 
find information on everything 
from housing to employment that 
is useful before and after arriving in 
Peterborough.  
 To Hua, Peterborough is a both a 
welcoming and beautiful city. He also 
recommends Trent highly, “Trent is 
small but good because the professors 
are very nice. They know the students 
and their needs, and are willing to 
talk to and help anyone.” In the years 
to come, Hua hopes to see many 
more people like himself establish 
themselves in Peterborough.

BY NICK FAUSET

 “Staff here at Trent knew Ms. 
Rahmel simply as Fern, a kind 
person, an enthusiastic community 
member, a passionate promoter of 
higher education and supporter of 
Trent,” says Dianne Lister ’71, vice 
president of External Relations and 
Advancement. “Fern used to enjoy 
reading letters from the women at 
Trent who benefited from the bursary 

she established here years ago. Her life 
story is about the power of one person 
to make a difference.”
 Making a Legacy Gift to Trent 
University has given many friends, 
alumni, and parents the satisfaction of 
knowing that future generations will 
benefit from the gift of knowledge. 
 “Fern was a member of the 
Trent University Legacy Society, 

which recognizes those who have 
remembered Trent in their wills or 
through a planned gift,” said Eileen 
Madder, chair of the University’s 
Planned Giving Advisory Committee. 
“Her gift to Trent is about the power of 
philanthropy to transform lives —and 
it was achieved by a school teacher 
right here in our own community.”

Fern Rahmel continued
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The Spleen Bishops were one of the hottest draws in 
Peterborough in the early 90s. Two members, Brent 
Santin ’89 and Jim Maxwell ’92 continued to make great 
Celtic music. You can check out some of their music at 
brentsantin.com

For a blast from the past, check out the Spleen Bishop’s on 
CITY TV’s Breakfast Television from 1994.
www.youtube.com/watch?v=yXh9FoPerY4
and
www.youtube.com/watch?v=WJjlK1MRVGw&feature=related

dave Hibbert ’90, who used to rock Trent as a member of 
Boot Factor 5 in the early 90s keeps busy in 3 bands:

Tuber (guitar/singer) – Funk
www.myspace.com/tubermusic

The Lonesome Valley Singers (lap steel) – Death Country
www.myspace.com/davidchenery

The Devil Falls (lap steel) – South Island Gothic
www.myspace.com/thedevilfalls

With usually a dozen or so Peterborough musicians drifting 
in and out of the Silver Heart, there are too many Trent 
connections to count. But don’t worry too much about the 
whos and whats, instead, just dig the wonderful sounds:
www.myspace.com/thesilverhearts

radio3.cbc.ca/#/bands/The-Silver-Hearts

Kit Johnson’s ’69 profile can be found on page 5. 
He’s worked with the crème de la crème of Canadian 
musical talent.
www3.telus.net/public/kitjohn

www.myspace.com/joshtonnik

Stan Rogers ’98 needs no introduction:
www.fogartyscovemusic.skyrocketlabs.com

And neither does Ian Tamblyn ’67:
www.tamblyn.com

or don Tapscott ’66:
www.meninsuitsmusic.com

Links sent to us:
Kim gravelle ’94 is a musician who creates landscapes of 
sound that are meditative, haunting, and ecstatic. 
She is most fascinated with different kinds of flutes, 
because they are instruments that turn breath into 
vibration, with nothing in between but the edge of the 
instrument. They offer intimacy, and the chance to create a 
world of sound. She loves very low pitched flutes for their 
soothing earthiness, and higher ones for their soaring, 
bird-like spiritidness. www.kimgravelle.ca

Bill Marshall ’67, who used to enjoy sitting on the lawn 
at Champlain College and jamming with Nigel Russell, Ian 
Tamblyn, Chris Ward (the first V-J) and Stan Rogers, never 
aspired to a music career but kept up managing some bands 
and playing over the years. He now co-directs and MCs 
at Unplugged At The Crossroads Coffeehouse, a local folk 
club in Port Coquitlam that raises funds for the Crossroads 
Hospice Society. In 1971 he went on to be an elementary 
music teacher specialist – and still is.
www.facebook.com/pages/Crossroads-
Hospice-Society/95991742198#!/photo.
php?pid=3379193&id=95991742198

www.crossroadshospice.bc.ca/calendar/coffeehouse.php

mentioned in this issue
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Lois O’Hanley ’77 is in a couple of bands, Jukebox and 
Women in Song. Jukebox has opened for a number of 
headliners, such as Sass Jordan, Jake Mathews, and Julian 
Austin. She performs on “Message to Anastasia” at 
www.extrafinerecords.com. Money raised from the track 
goes to raise funds to search for a child abducted from her 
mother, a native from Blind River.

Will Roberts ’70 helped found the Logarithms in the
spring of 1972 at Traill College. The band still exists.  
They have a page on MySpace, and have just released their 
new album, Air, which was mostly recorded during 2009. 
Selections from it and previous efforts can be 
heard on www.myspace.com/thelogarithmsband. 

James Kent ’04 is a busy boy. Check out: 
www.myspace.com/jamesthomaskent

www.myspace.com/fieldmuseummusic

www.myspace.com/ikillyou

Chet Singh ’80 performs dub poetry:
www.myspace.com/chetsingh

www.dubtrinity.com/audio

www.dubpoetscollective.com/chet-singh

Andy Quan ’84 has fond memories of performing at open 
stages at the Peter Robinson cafeteria, the Jolly Hangman, 
the Red Dog and Cultural Outreach! He produced a guide 
to where pianists could find pianos on campus for the 
orientation guide. Andy still sings in choirs and produces 
music.

Find him at:
www.myspace.com/andyquanmusic 

www.andyquan.com/music.htm

www.youtube.com/user/andyquanmusic

Trudi diening ’84 has been making Jazz for years on the 
Sunshine Coast, putting out a CD, Getting There from Here, 
in 2000. In 2007, she started a musical writing 
collaboration with Vancouver Jazz pianist Miles Black 
and in 2009 they released their first cd of original music 
entitled, One With You, www.milesblackmusic.org.
myspace.com/trudidiening

Tony Benattar ’78 graduated 1982. Back in the 70s and 
early 80s he played in Mad Shadows and The Deadbeats. 
They used to rock Peter Robinson College, all the Trent pubs 
and stages as well as some of the downtown bars. In 1997 
he stumbled back into music when he picked up an up-right 
bass and began playing with some Bluegrass players in 
Toronto. Since then he’s recorded a few discs and played 
over 1,000 shows, from restaurant floors to beautiful soft 
seaters, hard rockin’ bars to festivals.
  Check out a clip that CMT Canada shot for his band, 
Rattlesnake Choir. Last year, they opened for Blue Rodeo 
and Broken Social Scene on the strength of their debut 
recording “Live Music.” 
www.youtube.com/watch?v=PT_96FARCGY&feature=email
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Saturday, September 18th, 2010
Port Hope golf Club
12 Noon Shotgun Start

This tournament honours founding athletics 
director Paul Wilson. Net proceeds benefit the
PSB Wilson Fund for Athletics and Recreation.

Foursomes are welcome, as are individual 
registrations.

Hole sponsorships are available for $200. 
Donations of prizes are also invited!

Early bird rate until July 31st is $80.

Regular fee is $90 – includes green fees and dinner.

You may register online at 
www.trentu.ca/alumni/golf.html and pay by credit 
card or call the Alumni Office at 1.800.267.5774.

Carts may be paid for and booked directly with the 
club at 1.800.346.5361.

Tony Storey
Director of Alumni Affairs
Trent University
705-748-1599 tstorey@trentu.ca

Alumni and Friends 
Golf Tournament
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Serious Illness. Critical Coverage.

1.800.266.5667

If serious illness interrupts your life, don’t let worries about money  
get in your way of getting better. Critical Illness Insurance  

provides a tax-free cash payment to spend any way you need.

For a personalized quotation or to apply online, please visit us at:

™Trademark of Industrial Alliance Insurance and Financial 
Services Inc., used under license by Industrial Alliance 

Pacific Insurance and Financial Services Inc.

www.iapacific.com/trent



PROTECTION MADE EASY... 
GROUP RATES MADE EASIER! 
As a member of the Trent University Alumni Association,  
you can SAVE on your home and auto insurance through 
preferred group rates, while enjoying high-quality insurance 
products and outstanding service.

As the leading provider of group home and auto insurance,  
we offer a wide range of innovative products, so you are sure to 
get the coverage that is right for your particular needs…and the 
peace of mind that goes with it!  

Insurance program recommended by

The TD Insurance Meloche Monnex home and auto insurance program is underwritten by SecurITy NaTIoNal INSuraNce coMpaNy and distributed by Meloche Monnex Insurance and Financial Services Inc. 
in Québec and by Meloche Monnex Financial Services Inc. in the rest of canada. 

Due to provincial legislation, our auto insurance program is not offered in British Columbia, Manitoba or Saskatchewan. 
*No purchase required. Contest ends on January 16, 2010. Skill-testing question required. Odds of winning depend on number of entries received. Complete contest rules available at MelocheMonnex.com.
Meloche Monnex® is a trade-mark of Meloche Monnex Inc. 
TD Insurance is a trade-mark of The Toronto-Dominion Bank, used under license. 
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